Global View of the Functional Molecular Organization of the Avian Cerebrum: Mirror Images and Functional Columns
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ABSTRACT

Based on quantitative cluster analyses of 52 constitutively expressed or behaviorally regulated genes in 23 brain regions, we present a global view of telencephalic organization of birds. The patterns of constitutively expressed genes revealed a partial mirror image organization of three major cell populations that wrap around and, and below the ventricle and adjacent lamina through the mesopallium. The patterns of behaviorally regulated genes revealed functional columns of activation across boundaries of these cell populations, reminiscent of columns through layers of the mammalian cortex. The avian functionally regulated columns were of two types: those above the ventricle and associated mesopallial lamina, formed by our revised dorsal mesopallium, hyperpallium, and intercalated hyperpallium; and those below the ventricle, formed by our revised ventral mesopallium, nidopallium, and intercalated nidopallium. Based on these findings and known connectivity, we propose that the avian pallium has four major cell populations similar to those in mammalian cortex and some parts of the amygdala: 1) a primary sensory input population (intercalated pallium); 2) a secondary intrapallial population (nidopallium/hyperpallium); 3) a tertiary intrapallial population (mesopallium); and 4) a quaternary output population (the arcopallium). Each population contributes portions to columns that control different sensory or motor systems. We suggest that this organization of cell groups forms by expansion of contiguous developmental cell domains that wrap around the lateral ventricle and its extension through the middle of the mesopallium. We believe that the position of the lateral ventricle and its associated mesopallial lamina has resulted in a conceptual barrier to recognizing related cell groups across its border, thereby confounding our understanding of homologies with mammals. J. Comp. Neurol. 521:3614–3665, 2013.
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Early comparative neurobiologists who developed the classic view of vertebrate brain evolution argued that the subdivisions of the telencephalon evolved in a stepwise progressive fashion from simpler forms in fish, containing almost exclusively basal ganglia structures, to more advanced forms in mammals, containing a great amount of pallial “neocortex” structures (Edinger, 1885, 1908). In this view, nearly all of the avian telencephalon was considered basal ganglia, with very few cortical regions (Fig. 1A). This classical view was recently challenged by a consortium of current neurobiologists, where they proposed a major revision to the avian telencephalon terminology that matched a new consensus view of comparative vertebrate brain organization (Reiner et al., 2004b; Jarvis et al., 2005). In this modern view, they proposed that all telencephalic subdivisions in vertebrates can be classified into three major domains: pallial, striatal, and pallidal, with the pallial domain making up most of the avian telencephalon (~75%) (Fig. 1B). The avian striatal and pallidal domains were proposed to be well-conserved with their counterparts in the basal ganglia of mammals and other vertebrates in developmental origin, cell types, and cellular organization. The avian pallial domain was proposed to be conserved with mammals in developmental origin and some cell types, but quite divergent in cellular organization; most of the mammalian pallium (i.e., cortex) consists of 3–6 layers of cells, whereas most of the avian pallium, similar to the basal ganglia, consists of nuclear subdivisions. As such, the names and boundaries of the avian pallial subdivisions were revised from having striatum in their name to having pallium in their name, namely, to the arcopallium, nidopallium, mesopallium, and hyperpallium to maintain continuity of terminology with the older nomenclature and to acknowledge a global homology of the pallium with mammals, but not yet a one-to-one homology of specific cell types, if any (Fig. 1B). The arcopallium is the main output of the avian telencephalon; the nidopallium is said to contain primary sensory neuron groups, including Field L2 (an auditory region), entopallium [E] (a visual region), and basorostralis [B] (a somatosensory region), that receive input from the thalamus and higher order neurons that make intracerebral connections; the mesopallium also makes intracerebral connections; and the hyperpallium is said to also contain a primary sensory neuron subdivision (intercalated hyperpallium [IH] containing visual and somatosensory parts), and a higher-order
hydropallium apicale that makes intracerebral connections, and like the arcpallium sends projections out of the telencephalon (Reiner et al., 2004b; Jarvis et al., 2005). This revision and its general principles have now been adopted by the neuroscience community.

Although the revised terminology and associated views were a significant improvement over the classical view and were necessary, we knew that there were still imperfections and room for improvement when more evidence would be obtained. For example, there were still...
conflicting hypotheses on specific homologies of different cell types or cell populations between the avian and mammalian pallium (Reiner et al., 2004b; Jarvis et al., 2005). The nuclear-to-layered hypothesis posited that the different nuclear subdivisions of the avian telencephalon below the lateral ventricle, called the dorsal ventricular ridge (DVR), contain cell types that are homologous to different layers I–VI of the mammalian cortex (Fig. 1D vs. 1F) (Karten, 1991; Jarvis et al., 2005). The nuclear-to-claustrum/amygdala hypothesis posited that the DVR subdivisions are instead homologous to the mammalian amygdala and claustrum (Fig. 1D vs. 1G) (Puelles et al., 1999; Jarvis et al., 2005). Both hypotheses claimed that the pallial regions above the lateral ventricle are homologous to parts of the mammalian cortex (Medina and Reiner, 2000; Jarvis et al., 2005). A third, but less acknowledged, hypothesis is that the different subdivisions of the anterior DVR as a field are homologous to both cortical and claustrum/amygdala cell types (Butler and Molnar, 2002; Molnar and Butler, 2002). To address these hypotheses, a number of elegant comparative and manipulation experiments have since been performed, but still with continued conflicting conclusions (Yamamoto et al., 2005; Medina and Abellan, 2009; Nomura et al., 2009; Uchida et al., 2010; Aboitiz et al., 2009; Butler et al., 2011; Kuenzel et al., 2011; Medina et al., 2011; Puelles, 2011; Tanaka et al., 2011; Atoji and Karim 2012; Dugas-Ford et al., 2012; Suzuki et al., 2012).

Resolving these hypotheses, we believe, is in part hampered by yet another set of unanswered questions on our still limited understanding of overall avian brain organization. To address this issue, here we quantitatively analyzed telencephalic expression profiles of 46 constitutive and 6 activity-responsive genes (52 total; Table 1) to decipher the molecular and functional relationships between different avian telencephalic cell populations. Our approach was based on the hypothesis that similar brain areas should express similar gene sets. We included genes that have a wide range of functions and cellular locations, from inside the nucleus to the extracellular space, including 21 glutamate neurotransmitter receptors (Wada et al., 2004), five dopamine neuromodulatory receptors (Kubikova et al., 2010), the SEMA6A axon guidance receptor (Lovell et al., 2008), cannabinoid receptor (Soderstrom et al., 2004), and retinoic acid orphan related receptor beta (ROR-β; this study); the NRN, BDNF, and SCUBE1 protein ligands (Wada et al., 2006; Lovell et al., 2008); the DLX6 (this study), FOXP1, FOXP2, ERB1, COUP-TF2, LHX8, LHX9, NKX2.1, PAX6, EGR1, C-FOS, and C-JUN transcription factors (Jarvis and Nottebohm, 1997; Kimpo and Doupe, 1997; Atoji and Karim 2012; Dugas-Ford et al., 2012; Suzuki et al., 2012).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Species, stimulus, and behavioral paradigms
We analyzed brain gene expression profiles in eight avian species to validate our findings across this vertebrate class. The species include: Songbirds: zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata), song sparrows (Melospiza melodia), garden warblers (Sylvia borin); Doves: ring doves (Streptopelia risoria) and pigeons (Columba livia); Hummingbirds: Anna’s hummingbird (Calypte anna), sombre hummingbird (Aphantochroa cirrochloris), and rufous-breasted hermit (Glaucis hirsuta); a Parrot: budgerigars (Melopsittacus undulatus); and a Galliform: Japanese quail (Coturnix cincta japonica) (n = 3–4 individuals per species). All animals were laboratory raised except the hummingbirds, which were captured from wild populations in Santa Theresa, Espirito Santo, Brazil (sombre hummingbird and rufous-breasted hermit) and in Riverside, California (Anna’s hummingbird) (Jarvis et al., 2000; Feenders et al., 2008), and the garden warblers which were caught on Helgoland and around Oldenburg, Germany (Mouritsen et al., 2005). These wild-caught birds and some of the brain sections from the other species are from animals collected in our prior studies (Jarvis et al., 1997; Wada et al., 2004; Mouritsen et al., 2005; Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2010, 2012; Kubikova et al., 2010). However,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Original study</th>
<th>Accession #</th>
<th>Anti/Sense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AMPA</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic AMPA type 1</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GRIA2</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic AMPA type 2</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GRIA3</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic AMPA type 3</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>GRIA4</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic AMPA type 4</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GRIK1</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic kainate type 1</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GRIK2</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic kainate type 2</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GRIK3</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic kainate type 3</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GRIK4</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic kainate type 4</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GRIK5</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic kainate type 5</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GRIN1</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA type 1</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>GRIN2A</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA type 2</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>GRIN2B</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA type 2B</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>GRIN2C</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA type 2C</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>GRIN2D</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA type 2D</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>GRIN3A</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA type 3A</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>GRM1</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor metabotropic type 1</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>GRM2</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor metabotropic type 2</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>GRM3</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor metabotropic type 3</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>GRM4</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor metabotropic type 4</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB042759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>GRM5</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor metabotropic type 5</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>GRM8</td>
<td>Glutamate receptor metabotropic type 8</td>
<td>Wada et al 2004</td>
<td>AB107134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>Dopamine receptor 1A</td>
<td>Kubikova et al 2010</td>
<td>AB372107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>D1B</td>
<td>Dopamine receptor 1B</td>
<td>Kubikova et al 2010</td>
<td>AB372108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>D1C</td>
<td>Dopamine receptor 1C</td>
<td>Kubikova et al 2010</td>
<td>AB372109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>Dopamine receptor 2</td>
<td>Kubikova et al 2010</td>
<td>AB372110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D3</td>
<td>Dopamine receptor 3</td>
<td>Kubikova et al 2010</td>
<td>AB372111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>SEMA6A</td>
<td>Semaphorin-6A</td>
<td>Mello &amp; Lovell 2008</td>
<td>CK308635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>CB1</td>
<td>Cannabinoid receptor type 1</td>
<td>Soderstrom et al 2004</td>
<td>Anti-CB1 finch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>ROR-β</td>
<td>RAR-related orphan receptor beta</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>XM002190956</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Protein ligands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Original study</th>
<th>Accession #</th>
<th>Anti/Sense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>BDNF</td>
<td>Brain derived growth factor</td>
<td>Wada et al 2006</td>
<td>DG213413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>NRN</td>
<td>Neuritin</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>AB543000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>SCUBE1</td>
<td>Signal peptide, CUB domain, EGF-like 1</td>
<td>Mello &amp; Lovell 2008</td>
<td>DV947442</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transcription factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Original study</th>
<th>Accession #</th>
<th>Anti/Sense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>DLX6</td>
<td>Distal-less homebox 6</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>0063P0006H11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>FOXP1</td>
<td>Forkhead box P1</td>
<td>Haesler et al 2004</td>
<td>AY549152.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>FOXP2</td>
<td>Forkhead box P2</td>
<td>Haesler et al 2004</td>
<td>AY549150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unlike those studies, we analyzed the data in this study for quantitative, comparative brain gene expression profiles. In those studies, where relevant, a citation was mentioned to the current study as unpublished findings in preparation.

Because sensory stimuli or behavioral performance are associated with changes in expression of activity-dependent genes in the associated brain circuits, to assess basal expression patterns we measured gene expression in the brains of animals that were in silent control conditions, either with lights off or on after an overnight period of silence. To examine stimulus and behaviorally regulated patterns of the activity-dependent genes (BDNF, EGR1, C-FOS, C-JUN, ARC, and DUSP1), we used brain sections from animals that had undergone controlled behavioral experiments in our prior studies. These include birds that heard song playbacks while in the dark and sat still (determined with infrared video cameras) to activate auditory pathways (Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2010); stimulated with daylight after an overnight period in the dark to activate visual pathways (Feenders et al., 2008); stimulated with dim light and changing magnetic fields for migratory garden warblers to activate magnetic sensing pathways (Mouritsen et al., 2005); deaf or hearing intact, in light- or dark-housed animals hopping in a rotating wheel to activate motor pathways (Feenders et al., 2008); or singing alone after lights on to activate vocal pathways (Wada et al., 2006; Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2012). All animal procedures in these and the current study were approved by the Duke Animal Care and Use Committee.

### TABLE 1. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Original study</th>
<th>Accession #</th>
<th>Anti/Sense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>ER81 Ets-related protein 81</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>DV582565</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>COUP-TF2 Chicken ovalbumin upstream promoter-TF2</td>
<td>Yamamoto et al 2005 &amp; this study</td>
<td>AB542998</td>
<td>T7/Sp6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>LHX8 LIM homeobox 8, zinc finger</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>EH122589</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>LHX9 LIM homeobox 9, zinc finger</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>AB542999</td>
<td>SP6/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>NKKX2.1 NK2 homeobox 1</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>HM633194</td>
<td>T7/SP6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>PAX6 Paired box gene 6</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>DV580106</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>EGR1 Early growth response gene 1</td>
<td>Wada et al 2006; Feenders et al 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>C-FOS Cellular – FBJ osteosarcoma oncogene</td>
<td>Wada et al 2006; Feenders et al 2008</td>
<td>DV571132</td>
<td>T7/Sp6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>C-JUN Cellular – jun oncogene</td>
<td>Wada et al 2006</td>
<td>DV573183</td>
<td>Sp6/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>DUSP1 FK506 binding protein 1A; isomerase</td>
<td>Horita et al 2010, 2012</td>
<td>AB476742</td>
<td>SP6/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>FKB1A Phosphatidic acid phosphatase 2 domaincontaining 1A</td>
<td>Mello &amp; Lovell 2008</td>
<td>CK305549</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>PPAPDC1A Transmembrane protein 100</td>
<td>Mello &amp; Lovell 2008</td>
<td>0065P0027D05</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>ARC Activity-regulated cytoskeleton protein</td>
<td>Wada et al 2006</td>
<td>0058P00027D05</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>CADPS2 Calcium-dependent secretion activator 2</td>
<td>Mello &amp; Lovell 2008</td>
<td>DV955943</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>ARPP16 cAMP regulated phosphoprotein 16000</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>0058P0003A02</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>S100B S100 calcium binding protein B</td>
<td>Mello &amp; Lovell 2008, This study</td>
<td>DV950377</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>TMEM100 Transmembrane protein 100</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>004P0009H05</td>
<td>T3/T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>MOAB Monoamine oxidase B</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>Sp6/T7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>SP Substance P</td>
<td>Shimizu &amp; Karten 1990</td>
<td>Anti-SP rat</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Camera lucida drawings of the major subdivisions of the avian brain based on the zebra finch. Drawings are based on FoxP1 images in Supporting folder F1, with additional information from all other genes, Nissl, and fiber staining. A–E: Medial to lateral sagittal series. F–O: Anterior to posterior coronal series. Solid lines divide brain subdivisions with both distinct lamina and gene expression profiles. Dashed line is the LMI lamina between the dorsal (MD) and ventral (MV) mesopallium. Dotted lines are brain nuclei within brain subdivisions; the song nuclei (HVC, RA, MAN, Av, MO, and Area X) are unique to vocal learners; v, the ventricular space; *, regions quantified for brain phylo-gene expression tree analyses. Nomenclature is that proposed in this study. Boundaries of some brain subdivisions differ from the available zebra brain atlas (Nixdorf-Bergweiler and Bischof, 2007), as the atlas was based only on Nissl staining, which is more difficult for identifying boundaries than gene expression profiles. Scale bar = 1 mm.
cDNA clones and in situ hybridization

For in situ hybridization analyses, besides having a broad functional representation, we selected genes that met at least two of three additional criteria: 1) Those that represent nearly entire gene families, namely, the glutamate (AMPA, kainate, NMDA, metabotropic) and dopamine (D1 and D2) receptors, which in turn represent an unbiased selection of half of the genes (Table 1); 2) Those that show differential expression across known brain subdivision/cell population boundaries; and 3) The six activity-regulated genes mentioned above to identify functionally associated brain regions.

In situ hybridizations were conducted as previously described (Wada et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2012). In brief, brains were embedded in OCT compound (Sakura Fine Technical, Tokyo, Japan), frozen on dry ice, and stored at −80°C. Frozen sections were cut at 12 μm in the sagittal, coronal, or horizontal planes for the zebra finch or sagittal and coronal planes for all other species. Sections were fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde and hybridized with antisense 35S-UTP labeled riboprobes from zebra finch cDNAs cloned for this study or cloned in prior brain transcriptome studies (Table 1) (Wada et al., 2006; Li et al., 2007; Replogle et al., 2008). The first use of an antisense riboprobe hybridization experiment also included a sense probe to test for probe specificity; in all cases the sense probe was not observed to give signals above background. Hybridization temperature and washes were conducted at 65°C for zebra finch cDNA generated riboprobes on brain sections of songbird species, and at 60°C for the zebra finch riboprobes on all nonsongbird species due to a need for cross-species hybridization. The specific temperature was determined by trial and error to obtain a maximum difference between background and signal. The hybridized sections were exposed to x-ray film (Biomax MR, Kodak, Rochester, NY) for 1–4 days, then dipped in autoradiographic emulsion (NTB2, Kodak), incubated for 1–3 weeks, processed with D-19 developer (Kodak) and fixer (Kodak), Nissl-stained with 2–3% cresyl-violet acetate solution (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and coverslipped with Permount (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). For the SEME6A and SCUBE1 genes we also used images from the zebra finch brain gene expression database by Mello, Lovell, and colleagues (version 1; http://www.zebrafinchatlas.org/). The cannabinoid receptor (CBI) was the only gene for which we used an immunocytochemistry label (Soderstrom et al., 2004) for quantification due to its prominent pattern in primary sensory neuronal populations.

Brain phylo-gene expression trees

We measured gene expression levels from the brain section images following a described procedure (Wada et al., 2004). In brief, images from x-ray film or emulsion-dipped slides of the in situ hybridizations were digitized using a macrozoom microscope (Olympus MVX10 MacrZoom microscope and Olympus DP Controller 3.2.1.276 software). Images were transferred to Photoshop (Adobe, San Jose, CA) and converted to grayscale to reduce intensity differences created by differences in cresyl violet staining between experiments and to have a comparable grayscale range among images. The levels function was used to expand the image information in the full 250-pixel range. All images of sections hybridized to the same gene from the same in situ hybridization experiment were treated the same. Regions of interest were outlined (~1–2 mm² in size) with the highlighting tool and the average pixel density calculated using the histogram function. Care was taken to measure the same brain locations for each gene. The average adjacent background level on the glass slide without tissue was subtracted, and then the resultant values were averaged across at least two different brain sections. We then created three datasets: 1) leaving the data as continuous raw values; 2) normalizing the values to a scalar range from 0–1 to reduce technical variability between genes due to differences in exposure time and experiment; and 3) discretizing the data into three levels to reduce the effect of small differences among brain regions. For normalization, we used the “normalize4” function in R, which takes a matrix of values and generates output with the maximum value of a row to 1 and the minimum to 0. For discretization, each gene with the expression range (min, max) was given the value = 0 if the original value was in the range of [min, min*2/3] or [max/3, max], a value = 1 if the original value was in the range of [min*2/3, min*2/3 + max/3] or [max, max*2/3], or a value = 2 if the original value was in the range of [min*2/3, max].

The expression values (raw or normalized) for each brain region were converted into a vector $x_i$ and similarity scores between all pairs of vectors (i.e., pairs of brain regions) was calculated using either Distance-Correlation or Euclidean-Distance (Elmore and Richman, 2001) with either our own code (C++) or similar functions in R. The Distance-Correlation or Euclidean-Distance similarity values between all pairs of brain regions was used to generate a hierarchical cluster tree. Each brain region was a starting point, represented by the vector containing 50 gene expression values. The most similar pairs of brain regions (points) were grouped together to form a new point, represented by the average of the expression values of the grouped brain regions. This was then repeated, consecutively grouping the most similar pair of points at each
tative sections were removed from the brain and then stored at 80°C for 1 each sex), coronal (n = 5 each sex), or horizontal (n = 1 each sex) plane. Sections were mounted onto Superfrost+ charged (VWR) or gelatin-coated slides, and then stored at −80°C until further use. Representative sections were removed from the −80°C and placed in 3% PBS buffered paraformaldehyde for 1 minute to adhere to the slides, rinsed twice in PBS, dehydrated for 2 minutes each in 70%, 95%, 95%, 100%, and 100% ethanol, and delipidized twice in xylene for 5 minutes each. The sections were rehydrated by going through the ethanol in the opposite direction, then rinsed in tap water, stained in 3% cresyl violet in tap water for 2–5 minutes, rinsed in tap water, and dehydrated again in a separate series of ethanol. They were placed twice in xylene and coverslipped from the xylene solution with Permount mounting medium (Fisher).

To count cells and cell clusters, Nissl-stained brain regions were examined at 100× magnification on an Olympus BX61 microscope, projected onto a computer screen using a RETIGA-SRV Fast1394 digital camera and SlideBook v5 software (Olympus). All cells within the screen view in all planes of focus were counted (n > 300 cells/region/animal; n = 2 animals, one male and one female). We also counted the number of cells per cluster of cells (including single isolated cells), with the criteria that to be included in a cluster the Nissl-defined cresyl violet stained boundaries of the cell must contact each other. We had two independent observers perform counts on one of the animals to determine the criteria to obtain reliable counts. We did not perform stereology, as our purpose was not to generate an absolute value of the density of cells or cell clusters within each brain region, but to determine relative differences across brain regions using the same criteria across all brain regions. To determine statistical differences, we applied an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to the cell density measurements and a Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test (one-way test of predictions) to the cell cluster measurements using available online calculators (Holliday, 2012). Differences were considered significant at P < 0.05.

**Myelin stain and autoluminescence of fiber tracts**

We used images of the myelin fiber stain generated by Karten et al. (2008, 2013 [in press]), made publicly available as a zebra finch brain atlas databases (http://www.zebrafinch.org/atlas/; http://zebrafinch.brainarchitecture.org/images/). In addition, we also analyzed fibers using darkfield autoillumination, by perfusing animals as described above for Nissl staining, cutting 40-μm sections on a cryostat, free-floating the sections in deionized water, mounting them on Superfrost+ glass slides (Fisher), and coverslipping with deionized water. We then took pictures of the mounted sections in darkfield under the Olympus MVX10 macrozoom microscope. In these conditions, axons reflect light and appear white, whereas populations of cell bodies appear gray. The water coverslipping is short-lived, lasting several days. Thus, pictures need to be taken immediately after coverslipping.
3D reconstructions
To generate 3D reconstructions of the brain, we obtained the complete high-resolution triple Nissl, Giemsa, and tyrosine hydroxylase-stained serial images from Harvey Karten (Karten et al., 2008, 2013 [in press]), also part of the zebra finch atlas database. We then used Aperio to analyze the sections and the manual and auto-contour functions of Neuroulucida to draw the brain and telencephalic subdivision boundaries for every sagittal section in the series and every other coronal section. We then compiled the tracings of each slide, used the serial section manager to stack the tracings together, a smoothing function to smooth the surface of the stacks, and then created movies of 3D rotating images. Several rotation schemes were made with different brain regions color-coded, and presented as either snapshots in the main text figures or as online Supporting movies in .MOV format.

Figure preparation
To generate figures for publication, the digitized microscope images were adjusted in Adobe Photoshop. The “Levels” function was used to expand the image information within the 250-pixel range. When necessary, images for figures were color adjusted using the “Color Balance” function, particularly to remove red darkfield reflectance from the Nissl stain overshadowing the white silver grain mRNA signal. Some images differed in Nissl stain color, due to differences in the batch of cresyl violet used for staining. The background outside of the tissue was cut out in order to help visualize the brain boundaries. All images of the same experiment were adjusted in the same way to avoid creating artificial differences within a serial sectioned set of images of the same gene.

Detailed histological data from this article are available as virtual slides or whole-slide images using Bilducida Cloud image streaming technology from MBF Bioscience. The collection can be accessed at http://Wiley.Biolucida.net/JCN521-16Jarvis_Chen.

RESULTS
We separated the presentation of the results into into six major sections, depending on the type of evidence used to test hypotheses: I) Cell population gene expression relationships; II) Cell densities; III) Lamina; IV) Cell populations continuities; V) Other species; and VI) Columns.

Section I: Cell population gene expression relationships
Six major cerebral expression domains
We quantified the basal expression levels of 50 genes (Table 1) in 20 telencephalic regions and 3 cerebellum layers as outgroups (asterisk in Fig. 2); we did not include EGR1 and C-FOS genes due to barely detectable basal expression in quiet control animals. We chose the zebra finch as our focal species because of its wide use in neuroscience (Zeigler and Marler, 2004). We chose the specific genes based on their distinct expression patterns in the telencephalon, their diverse molecular functions (glutamate receptors, FOXP2), and their use to distinguish cell types in the mammalian brain, including dopamine receptors in striatal neurons, ROR-β in layer IV cortex neurons, ERβ1 in layer V cortex and amygdala neurons, and LHX9 in amygdala neurons (Molnar and Cheung, 2006; Watakabe et al., 2007; Garcia-Lopez et al., 2008). We chose the specific brain regions to test the relationships proposed in the 2004–2005 brain nomenclature (Reiner et al., 2004a; Jarvis et al., 2005) and to resolve alternative views on which brain regions constitute the newly defined hyperpallium, mesopallium, and arcopallium (Yamamoto and Reiner, 2005; Feenders et al., 2008; Puelles et al., 2008). For most subdivisions we quantified two distantly located regions as positive controls (Fig. 2). The basal expression patterns of all 50 genes in at least 3-4 serial sagittal sections (and some also in the coronal and horizontal planes) are shown in a Supporting Database Folder 1 (Supporting F1; Biolucida URL). Camera lucida drawings of a representative sagittal and coronal series are shown in Figure 2.

Regardless of which similarity measure we used, Distance-Correlation or Euclidian-Distance, the phylogene expression tree analyses grouped the 20 telencephalic regions into at least six major expression clusters at high similarity (0.7–0.99 correlation coefficient; high bootstrap probability [BP; 70–100%] and approximately unbiased probability [AU = 93–100] supports; color-coded in Fig. 3A; all trees shown in Fig. 4). Of the 20 telencephalic regions, 11 clustered according to the 2004–2005 terminology, whereas the remaining nine (asterisk in Fig. 3B) grouped according to a more global clustering into the six domains. These six expression clusters, using the modified terminology developed in this study, were:

1. The primary sensory input fields L2, E, and B and hyperpallium intercalatum [IH] at ~0.8 correlation, which together we refer to as primary pallium.
2. The nidopallium and hyperpallium [apicale part] minus primary sensory input fields [L2, E, B, and IH] at 0.86–0.99 correlation, which together we refer to as secondary pallium.
Figure 3. Brain phylo-gene expression tree. A: Tree (left) and gene expression heatmap (right) showing molecular relationships of 23 brain regions of the zebra finch based on 50 genes. The six major telencephalic subdivisions revealed by the tree are color-coded. The tree was generated with Distance-Correlation (red values inside nodes) on normalized gene expression data, followed by Biedl’s ordering of leaves according to similarity of gene expression vectors. Also shown are the Approximately Unbiased (AU) probability values above the nodes and Bootstrap Probabilities (BP) below the nodes for 1,000 replicates using Pvcust. Far right is the more global numbered pallial and sub-pallial terminologies based on this tree and known connectivity. The gene expression heatmap shows relative expression levels for each gene scaled between 0–1 (red, higher than the average for that region relative to other regions; blue, lower than the average). Above the heatmap is the tree relationship of the genes based on brain expression. B: The same tree as in (A), but with all three nomenclatures compared: the classical, 2004–2005 revisions, and this study. Bold text are newly defined terms in this study.
identity at 0.99, which together we refer to as tertiary pallium.

4. The arcopallium regions, surprisingly only at ~0.75, which together we refer to as quaternary pallium.

5. The lateral and medial striatum plus the intermediate striatum [intrapeduncular nucleus in the classical view] at ~0.9.

6. The dorsal and ventral pallidum at ~0.97.

At a lower level in the tree (i.e., more ancestral), the recently designated pallium subdivisions clustered together at ~0.4 correlation (BP = 64%, AU = 98), separate from the striatum and the pallidum (Fig. 3A), supporting the consensus view of the new nomenclature (Reiner et al., 2004b); the high AU indicates that the relationship within the pallium is highly significant, but the modest BP indicates that the exact relationship of the primary sensory fields with other pallial populations is either not fully resolved or is a diverse hybrid of related cell types. The cerebellum layers were distant from the telencephalon but also more different from
Figure 5. Effect on phylo-gene expression tree topology of removing one or up to 10 genes with distinctive brain subdivision expression profiles. A: Removal of a mesopallium enriched gene (ARC). B: Removal of an arcopallium-hippocampus enriched gene (ER81). C: Removal of a nidopallium enriched gene (COUP-TF2). D: Removal of an intercalated pallium enriched gene (S100B). E: Removal of a nidopallium+hyperpallium gene (PPAPDC1A). F: Removal of 10 genes (those removed in panels A–E, plus SCUBE2 [mesopallium], FOXP2 [striatum], GRIA1 [mesopallium+striatum], GRM8 [pallium], TMEM100 [pallium+palidum]). Values inside nodes represent the strongest (1) to the weakest (21) similarity; values outside are bootstrap supports (BS, green) and approximate unbiased (AU, red) probabilities. Branches boxed in red represent the deepest node that brings regions together at 95–100 AU support (equivalent to $P < 0.05$).
each other (longer branch lengths and weaker distance correlations; Fig. 3A).

Despite some BP supports less than 70 and AU less than 95, the topology of the phylo-gene expression tree was relatively stable to gene content at over 40 genes, as removal of any 1–10 genes, including those with prominent differences in different pallial regions (e.g., FOXP1, ARC, COUP-TF2, FKBP1A, DUSP1, CB1, S100B), did not change the major six clusters (Fig. 5A–F). There were some changes in the position of the anterior arcopallium, hippocampus, and cerebellum molecular layer. The anterior arcopallium switched places with the hippocampus and clustered with the arcopallium when the arcopallium enriched gene ER81 was removed (Fig. 5B); the anterior arcopallium and hippocampus clustered together with all arcopallial regions when using Euclidean-Distance (Fig. 4A–C). For this reason, we have not assigned the anterior arcopallium nucleus and hippocampus to one of the six expression clusters. The cerebellum molecular layer moved from the cerebellum to group with the pallium when using Euclidean-Distance (Fig. 4A–C). We believe that these less stable relationships in the tree reflect real alternative shared expression profiles captured by different methods.

Some of the genes that distinguished the three major cerebral domains with higher expression were: NRN, BDNF (basal levels), D1C, GRM2, and GRIA4, and GRM8 for most pallial regions (Fig. 6A–F); several dopamine receptors (D1A, D1B, and D2), the FOXP2 and DLX6 transcription factors, the GRM5 glutamate receptor, and the cAMP regulated phosphoprotein ARPP16 for the striatal regions (Fig. 7A–H); and the NMDA receptor subunits GRIN2C and GRIN2D and the LHX8 transcription factor for the pallidal regions (Fig. 8A–C). Below we discuss the gene expression anatomical relationships within these divisions in order of most similar to the least similar (Fig. 3A).

Dorsal mesopallium and ventral mesopallium, sister profiles. In the revised 2004–2005 nomenclature, the regions named hyperstriatum in birds in the classical nomenclature were redefined and divided in up to six subdivisions and called: hyperpallium apicale (HA), interstitial nucleus of the hyperpallium apicale (IHA), hyperpallium intercalatum (HI), hyperpallium densocellulare (HD), mesopallium dorsale (MD), and mesopallium ventrale (MV) (Fig. 1A,B). However, here we found that the hyperpallium densocellulare (classical hyperstriatum dorsale) in the dorsal pallium and the mesopallium (classical hyperstriatum ventrale) in the ventral pallium1 have nearly identical profiles (~0.99 correlation; Fig. 3A,B, red shading). This similarity was higher than between regions within previously accepted brain subdivisions (e.g., within nidopallium, arcopallium, striatum, and pallidum). Genes with selectively enriched expression specific to these two brain regions (except specializations in song nuclei) included ARC (basal levels), the CADPS2 calcium regulatory protein, and the D3 dopamine receptor (Fig. 9A–C). Other genes with pallial enrichment in these two regions as well as striatal enrichment were the FOXP1 transcription factor, the GRIA1, GRIK3, GRIK2, and GRM4 glutamate receptors (Fig. 9D–H), and the D1B and D2 dopamine receptors (Fig. 7B–D). The later correlation of pallial and striatal expression for 7 of 50 genes, however, was not strong enough to bring the mesopallium as a sister brain region with the striatum (Fig. 3A). With some genes it was difficult to distinguish the lamina that separates the two pallial regions, such that they could easily be interpreted as one region, which is what happened in the gene expression brain images published in the 2004–2005 revised avian brain nomenclature (Reiner et al., 2004b). Due to their similar expression profiles of the D1B and GRIA1 receptors (Figs. 7E, 9D, respectively), these two regions were inadvertently labeled just mesopallium or “dorsal mesopallium” and “ventral mesopallium,” respectively, in the gene expression images (Fig. 7 of Reiner et al., 2004b, for pigeon and zebra finch), but named hyperpallium dorsale and mesopallium, respectively, in the drawings of the Nissl-stained images, the text, and tables of the same report (table 3 of Reiner et al., 2004b). We also could not find a gene that marked the hyperpallium intercalatum (classical hyperstriatum intercalatum superior) separate from the hyperpallium dorsale and mesopallium. We conclude that from a molecular perspective with at least these 50 genes the hyperpallium dorsale, hyperpallium intercalatum, and mesopallium as recently defined (Reiner et al., 2004b) are the most similar of

1Our definition of dorsal and ventral pallium is everything positioned above and below the lateral ventricle and the associated LMI lamina, respectively, including the renamed hyperpallium densocellulare (in dorsal pallium) and mesopallium (in ventral pallium) in the 2004–2005 nomenclature or dorsal mesopallium (in dorsal pallium) and ventral mesopallium (in ventral pallium) of this study. Thus, the term ventral is not restricted to the nidopallium or arcopallium, as done in some other studies (Medina I, Bupesh M, Abellan A. 2011. Contribution of genoarchitecture to understanding forebrain evolution and development, with particular emphasis on the amygdala. Brain Behav Evol 78:216–236). For this reason and others described in our companion article (Chen et al 2013), we have abandoned the common approach of equating different brain subdivisions / cell populations to respective Cartesian-defined strictly perpendicular axes of medial, lateral, dorsal, and ventral labeled regions relative to the lateral ventricle in the frontal plane.
all brain regions measured. Thus, we propose that they might be two halves (ventral and dorsal) of the same brain subdivision, which we prefer to simply call the “mesopallium (M)” or dorsal mesopallium (MD) and ventral mesopallium (MV) in order to distinguish it from the hyperpallium apicale and other brain subdivisions that they are less like (Figs. 1E vs. 3A; Table 2, red shading).

Figure 6. Examples of pallium enriched genes. A: Neuritin (NRN) is expressed at baseline in most pallial regions except the intermediate arcopallium (Ai). B: Brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is expressed at baseline in most nonprimary sensory pallial regions. C: Dopamine receptor 1C (D1C) is expressed at high levels in most pallial regions, except for the pallial song nuclei (HVC, RA, LMAN). D: Glutamate receptor metabotropic 2 (GRM2) is expressed throughout the pallium, with lower levels in caudal pallial regions. E: Glutamate receptor ionotopic AMPA 4 (GRIA4) is expressed throughout the pallium, with lower levels in the arcopallium and song nucleus HVC. F: Glutamate receptor metabotropic 8 (GRM8) is expressed throughout the pallium, with lower expression in the caudal nidopallium. G: Glutamate receptor ionotopic NMDA type 2A (GRIN2A) is expressed in all pallial regions along with localized expression in one basal ganglia region, the lateral striatum (LSt); it is also higher in all major song nuclei (HVC, RA, LMAN, and Area X). H: Transmembrane protein 100 (TMEM100) is expressed in all pallial regions and also in one basal ganglia population, the pallidum (P). Sections are mid-sagittal brain of male, quiet control, zebra finches. Brain region labels are shown only in panels A and C, in order to allow visualization of the signal without text interference in the other panels. White, mRNA signal. Red, cresyl violate label. Color differences are due to different batches of cresyl violate used. Grayscale image of TMEM100 is from x-ray film; all others are from emulsion-dipped slides. Sets of serial sections are in the Supporting database folder. Scale bar = 1 mm.
Hyperpallium and nidopallium, sister profiles. As mentioned above, cells of the hyperpallium apicale in the dorsal pallium and of the nidopallium in the ventral pallium (minus the sensory input populations in both) showed high molecular similarities (0.86–0.99; Fig. 3A. green shading). Genes with enriched expression in these two regions included a phosphatase (PPAPDC1A), an axon guidance membrane receptor (SEMA6A), an immediate early gene (C-JUN; basal levels), a GABAergic neuron transcription factor (NKX2.1), and the isomerase FKBP1A (Fig. 10A–E). The phylogene expression tree analyses further indicated that the anterior nidopallium was more similar to the hyperpallium (apicale part) than it was to the posterior nidopallium (Fig. 3A). Genes that contributed to this differential anterior nidopallium/hyperpallium relationship were NKX2.1, FKBP1A, and the GRM1 glutamate receptor (Fig. 10D–F). Only with discretization of the data, which reduces the impact of smaller differences between regions, was the anterior and posterior nidopallium brought closer together, but still as the closest sister of the hyperpallium, with a topology that had less support.

Figure 7. Examples of striatum enriched genes. A: Dopamine 1A (D1A) receptor is expressed in striatal regions, with higher expression in the Area X song nucleus. B: Dopamine 1B (D1B) receptor is a paralog gene with a similar expression pattern, but with expression also in the posterior arcopallium (Ap). C: Dopamine 2 (D2) receptor has a similar pattern, with expression also in the anterior arcopallium (Aa) and a gradient of low to higher levels in MV and MD towards the LMI lamina. D: D1B receptor expression in a section more lateral to that in panel (B) showing expression in the intrapeduncular nucleus renamed here as intermediate striatum (IST). E: Forkhead box protein 2 (FOXP2) transcription factor expression enriched in the striatum. F: Distal-less homeobox 6 (DLX6) transcription factor expression enriched in the striatum. G: Glutamate receptor metabotropic 5 (GRM5) expression enriched the striatum, lower expression in Area X, and some detectable expression in the caudal nidopallium. H: cAMP regulated phosphoprotein 16000 (ARPP16) expression enriched in the striatum. Grayscale image of ARPP16 is from x-ray film; all others are from emulsion-dipped slides. Sets of serial sections are in the Supporting database folder. Scale bar = 1 mm.
(AU 60–90 vs. 76–100; Fig. 4A–D). Two genes of the 50 were exceptions: 1) COUP-TF2 was expressed at higher levels throughout the nidopallium (and arcopallium) than in the hyperpallium (Fig. 10G); and 2) SCUBE1 was expressed in scattered labeled cells throughout most of the hyperpallium (also higher in mesopallium and arcopallium), but in very few scattered cells in the nidopallium (Fig. 10H). These differences, however, were similar to differences in expression of other genes within different parts of the same subdivision (e.g., anterior vs. posterior nidopallium; medial vs. lateral striatum as described below). Thus, we conclude that with these genes the hyperpallium apicale and nidopallium have sister molecular profiles more similar to each other than they have to any other brain subdivision. Further, because the expression patterns redefine the 2004–2005 named hyperpallium dorsale and hyperpallium intercalatum as nearly identical to the mesopallium, there is no longer a need to include apicale in the name hyperpallium apicale. For these reasons, we propose calling hyperpallium apicale (HA) simply "hyperpallium (H)."

Sensory input neurons, sister profiles, and continuity of expression. As mentioned above, the sensory input fields of L2 (auditory), entopallium (visual), and basorostralis (somatosensory) in the ventral pallium and the IHA (visual and somatosensory parts) in the dorsal pallium, all clustered closest together in the phylo-gene expression trees (Fig. 3A). Their cells are similar to layer IV neurons of mammalian cortex in that they are cell dense, granular-like, and receive sensory input from the thalamus (or midbrain for B) (Karten, 1991; Jarvis et al., 2005). With the dropping of apicale in HA, we drop apicale in IHA to become IH. Except for the Euclidean-Distance tree using discretized data, their molecular profiles were furthest removed from the pallial brain subdivisions in which they are classically considered part of: the nidopallium for L2, E, and B and hyperpallium for IH (Figs. 3, 4). In the Euclidean-Distance tree with discretized data they moved closer to the nidopallium and hyperpallium but with less support (AU 70 vs. 95; Fig. 4D). Genes that defined these sensory input populations included higher retinoic acid orphan related receptor beta (ROR-β), the GRIK1 glutamate receptor, the S100B calcium binding protein, the DUSP1 immediate early gene (activity-induced levels), and the CB1 cannabinoid receptor (Fig. 11A–H). However, ROR-β was selectively expressed only in the somatosensory (anterior) part of IH (Fig. 11A and Supporting F1; named aIH in Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2010). The expression patterns also revealed that L2, E, and B are not discrete separate regions as is commonly drawn in atlases (Karten and Hodos, 1967; Kuenzel and Masson, 1988; Puelles et al., 2008), but like IH they form a continuous strip of cells sandwiched between the nidopallium and striatum (Fig. 11D–F and Supporting F1 for ROR-β, GRIK1, and DUSP1; camera lucida drawings in Fig. 2A–E, J–N). A difference is that the IH strip is more flat, whereas the more ventral pallial strip meanders from caudomedial to anterolateral locations, bulging into the nidopallium for each of the three major sensory populations (L2, E, and B). Thus, since interstitial means “empty” space and intercalated means “placed in between,” we believe it is more appropriate to call IH by its original meaning, the intercalated hyperpallium (IH) with the same abbreviation, sandwiched between the hyperpallium and dorsal mesopallium. Similarly, because of its distinctive and

Figure 8. Examples of pallidum enriched genes. A: Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA subunit 2D (GRIN2D) enriched in the dorsal and ventral pallial regions. B: Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA subunit 2C (GRIN2C) shows a similar pattern. These two genes are also enriched in the brainstem. C: LIM homeobox 8 (LHX8) transcription factor is enriched in the pallidum, particularly ventral pallidum, and is expressed at high levels in scattered cells of the striatum. More complete sets of serial sections are in the Supporting database folder. Scale bar = 1 mm.
continuous formation, in balance with the terminology for IH we propose naming the $L2+E+B$ strip as the intercalated nidopallium (IN), sandwiched between the nidopallium and striatum (Figs. 1E vs. 7A; Table 2, orange shading).

Arcopallium, distinct subdomains. In the 2004–2005 revised avian brain nomenclature, the avian arcopallium was proposed to consist of five subdomains: anterior, intermediate, posterior, dorsal, and medial arcopallium (Reiner et al., 2004b; Jarvis et al., 2005). There were debates about whether differences exist between all subdomains (Reiner et al., 2004a). Some resolution has been proposed since, but with fewer genes than analyzed here, not with a quantitative approach, and still with alternative views (Yamamoto et al., 2005; Medina and Abellan, 2009; Nomura et al., 2009; Butler et al., 2011; Medina et al., 2011; Puelles, 2011). Here, we recognized expression differences in four parts of the arcopallium: anterior (Aa), intermediate (Ai), posterior (Ap), and dorsal (Ad), and thus quantified them separately. The phylo-gene expression trees brought the latter three together, but with longer branch lengths relative to other subdivisions (Fig. 3A).
### TABLE 2.
Comparison of Terminology and Cell Population Connectivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name classical</th>
<th>Names 2004–2005</th>
<th>Names this study</th>
<th>Cell population</th>
<th>Connectivity</th>
<th>N-L hypothesis</th>
<th>C-A hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercalated hyperstriatum accessorium (IHA)</td>
<td>Interstitial hyperpallium apicale (IHA)</td>
<td>Intercalated hyperpallium (IH)</td>
<td>Cortex Layer IV</td>
<td>1°-pallium</td>
<td>Cortex Layer IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleus Basalis (NB)</td>
<td>Basorostralis (B)</td>
<td>Intercalated nidopallium (IN = B+E+L2)</td>
<td>Claustrum</td>
<td>Cortex Layer IV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ectostriatum (E)</td>
<td>Entopallium (E)</td>
<td>Intercalated pallium (IP)</td>
<td>Claustrum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field L2 (L2)</td>
<td>Field L2 (L2)</td>
<td>Hyperpallium (H)</td>
<td>Claustrum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypostratium accessorium (HA)</td>
<td>Hyperpallium apicale (HA)</td>
<td>Hyperpallium (H)</td>
<td>Cortex Layer III</td>
<td>2°-pallium</td>
<td>Cortex Layer III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neostriatum (N)</td>
<td>Nidopallium (N)</td>
<td>Hyperpallium (H)</td>
<td>Claustrum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperpallium intercalatum superior (HIS)</td>
<td>Hyperpallium intercalatum (HI)</td>
<td>Mesopallium, dorsal (MD)</td>
<td>Cortex Layer II</td>
<td>3°-pallium</td>
<td>Cortex Layer V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperpallium dorsale (HD)</td>
<td>Hyperpallium densocellulare (HD)</td>
<td>Mesopallium, ventral (MV)</td>
<td>Claustrum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperpallium ventrale (HV), dorsal (HVD)</td>
<td>Mesopallium (M), dorsal (MD)</td>
<td>Mesopallium (M)</td>
<td>Claustrum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperpallium ventrale (HV), ventral (HVv)</td>
<td>Mesopallium (M), ventral (MV)</td>
<td>Mesopallium (M)</td>
<td>Claustrum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archistriatum, posterior (AP)</td>
<td>Posterior amygdala (PoA)</td>
<td>Arcopallium, posterior (AP)</td>
<td>Cortex Layer V-VI</td>
<td>4°-pallium</td>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archistriatum, intermediate (AI)</td>
<td>Arcopallium, intermediate (AI)</td>
<td>Arcopallium, intermediate (AI)</td>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archistriatum, dorsal (AD)</td>
<td>Arcopallium, dorsal (AD)</td>
<td>Arcopallium, dorsal (AD)</td>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archistriatum, anterior (AA)</td>
<td>Anterior amygdala (AA)</td>
<td>Arcopallium, anterior (AA)</td>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampus (Hp)</td>
<td>Hippocampus (Hp)</td>
<td>Hippocampus (Hp)</td>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobus parolfactorius (LPO)</td>
<td>Medial striatum (MST)</td>
<td>Medial striatum (MST)</td>
<td>Striatum (S)</td>
<td>1°-subpallium</td>
<td>Striatum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleostriatum augmentatum (PA)</td>
<td>Lateral Striatum (LST)</td>
<td>Lateral Striatum (LST)</td>
<td>Striatum (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interpeduncular nucleus (INP)</td>
<td>Interpeduncular nucleus (INP)</td>
<td>Intermediate striatum (IST)</td>
<td>Striatum (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleostriatum primitivum (PP)</td>
<td>Dorsal pallidum (DP)</td>
<td>Dorsal pallidum (DP)</td>
<td>Pallidum (P)</td>
<td>2°-subpallium</td>
<td>Pallidum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleostriatum ventral (PV)</td>
<td>Ventral pallidum (VP)</td>
<td>Ventral pallidum (VP)</td>
<td>Pallidum (P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina frontalis suprema (LFS)</td>
<td>Lamina frontalis suprema (LFS)</td>
<td>Lamina mesopallium dorsalis (LMD)</td>
<td>Mesopallium lamina (LM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina hyperstriatica (LH)</td>
<td>Lamina mesopallium (LMM)</td>
<td>Lamina mesopallium intermediate (LMI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina archistrialis dorsalis (LAD)</td>
<td>Lamina mesopallium ventralis (LMV)</td>
<td>Lamina mesopallium dorsalis (LMD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina medullaris dorsalis (LMD)</td>
<td>Lamina arcopallialis dorsalis (LAD)</td>
<td>Lamina arcopallialis dorsalis (LAD)</td>
<td>Arcopallium lamina (LA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina pallio-subpallialis (LPS)</td>
<td>Lamina arcopallialis subpallialis (LPS)</td>
<td>Lamina arcopallialis subpallialis (LPS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina pallio-subpalli (LPS)</td>
<td>Lamina pallio-subpallialis (LPS)</td>
<td>Lamina pallio-subpallialis (LPS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listed are the comparative summaries of the nomenclature of the major subdivisions (cell populations) of the avian telencephalon in classical and modern times. The classical names are based on (Edinger, 1885; Edinger, 1908; Ariëns Kappers et al., 1936); the 2004–2005 view is based on (Reiner et al., 2004b; Jarvis et al., 2005); the current view is based on the findings of this study. The 4th column lists a global name for each of the subdivisions according to the findings of this study. The 5th column list numbered names according to the findings of this study combined with known major order of connections of the telencephalon. The laminae do not have connectivity names. The 6th and 7th columns indicate one vision of how the modified view in this study impacts interpretations of homologies with mammalian telencephalic cell populations. N-L, hypothesis: Nuclear-to-Layered homology hypotheses between birds and mammals; C-A, hypothesis: Claustrum-Amygdala hypotheses.
The Aa relationship was positioned between these arcopallial regions and the mesopallium when using Distance-Correlation, but within the arcopallial regions when using Euclidean-Distance (Fig. 4C,D). These findings suggest that the anterior arcopallium is more different from the rest of the arcopallium. Genes that distinguished the non-Aa arcopallium from the rest of the telencephalon were ER81 and LHX9 (Fig. 12A,C). Examples of those that distinguished the four arcopallial subdivisions were: 1) In Aa, high NRN (Fig. 6A), D2 (Fig. 7C), and SEMA6A (Supporting F1, panels C,D); 2) In Ai, high D3 (Fig. 9C); 3) In Ap, high D1C (Fig. 6C),

Figure 10. Examples of hyperpallium+nidopallium (2°-pallium) enriched genes. A: Phosphatidic acid phosphate 2 domain containing 1A (PPAPDC1A) has comparable enriched expression in the hyperpallium (H) and nidopallium (N). B: Semaphorin-6A (SEMA6A) axon guidance molecule has similar expression, but without enriched expression in the primary sensory fields (i.e., L2). C: Cellular Jun (C-JUN) oncogene has a similar pattern, but with less contrast in expression levels, and specialized lower expression in the Area X song nucleus relative to the surrounding striatum (St). D: NK2 homeobox 1 (NKX2.1) transcription factor known to be expressed in GABAergic neurons has a similar profile, but with comparable expression throughout the striatum and lower expression in the posterior nidopallium. E: FK506 binding protein 1A (FKBP1A) also has enriched expression in the hyperpallium and anterior nidopallium. F: Glutamate receptor metabotropic 1 (GRM1) has an inverse pattern to NKX2.1 and FKBP1A, being specifically enriched in the posterior nidopallium. The former three genes contribute to the closer association of the hyperpallium and anterior nidopallium relative to the posterior nidopallium. G: Chicken ovalbumin upstream promoter transcription factor 2 (COUP-TF2) shows the highest enrichment in the nidopallium (and arcopallium, see Supporting F1) separate from the hyperpallium. H: Signal peptide, CUB, and EGF-like domain-containing protein 1 precursor (SCUBE1) shows an inverse pattern, with isolated cells showing higher expression in the hyperpallium than the nidopallium. Grayscale image of FKBP1A is from x-ray film; the SCUBE1 image is from a nonradioactive in situ hybridization and grayscale inverted from the original database version generated by Mello and Lovell http://www.zebrafinchatlas.org/; all others are from emulsion-dipped slides. Sets of serial sections are in the Supporting database folder. Scale bar = 1 mm.
Figure 11. Examples of intercalated pallium (10-pallium) enriched genes. A: Retinoid-related orphan receptor beta (ROR-β) enriched in primary sensory cell populations. B: Glutamate receptor ionotropic kainate 1 (GRIK1) has a similar expression profile, but with a gradient of high to low expression from the primary sensory populations into the adjacent nidopallium and hyperpallium, and in addition enriched expression in the RA song nucleus and the granular layer of the cerebellum. C: S100 calcium binding protein B (S100B) has a similar expression profile, but without a gradient, and also enriched in the pallidum and the four major song nuclei. D–F: Medial to lateral series of dual specificity phosphatase 1 (DUSP1) expression showing induced levels in the primary cell populations, IN (L2, E, B) and IH, of an active animal in the morning from the avairy (hearing songs, seeing lights come on, and moving). G, H: Medial and lateral section of cannabinoid receptor 1 (CB1) protein expression (gray-black label) showing enrichment in the primary sensory cell populations, as well as the four major song nuclei. DUSP1 images overlap with those shown in (Horita et al., 2010); CB1 images are courtesy of Ken Soderstrom (Soderstrom et al., 2004). Sets of serial sections are in the Supporting database folder. Scale bar = 1 mm.
very low in the hippocampus (Fig. 6D; Supporting F1); NRN, BDNF, and GR1A were higher in the hippocampus and posterior arcopallium than in other arcopallial regions (Supporting F1). These findings suggest that the avian hippocampus may have cell types that overlap with parts of the arcopallium (Figs. 1E vs. 3A; Table 2, light yellow shading), but still differ from it in significant ways.

Striatal domains. In the revised 2004–2005 nomenclature the classically named lobus parolfactorius (LPO) and the paleostriatum augmentatum (PA) were redefined as the medial and lateral striatum (MSt and LSt), respectively (Fig. 1A,B) (Reiner et al., 2004b). However, there was debate as to whether MSt is really all striatal, or equally striatal and pallidal, due to pallidal-like neurons within it (Reiner et al., 2004a), and whether the laterally adjacent intrapeduncular nucleus (INP) was striatal or a basal cholinergic group of cells (Reiner et al., 2004b). We thus quantified expression in each. The phylo-gene expression trees grouped all three regions close together (at ∼0.9 correlation; 100% AU and BP supports), distinct from the pallidal regions (DP and VP; Fig. 3). Example genes that defined these cell populations were several dopamine receptors (D1A, D1B, D2; Fig. 7A–D) and the FOXP2 and DLX6 transcription factors (Fig. 7E,F; Supporting F1). The MSt and LSt were more similar to each other, followed by INP, although the support was moderate (BP = 67; AU = 76). Example genes that contributed to these differences were noticeably higher FOXP1 (Fig. 9D) and GRIN2A (Fig. 6G) expression in LSt and INP relative to MSt; and conversely, higher D1A (Fig. 7B) and D1B (Fig. 7D) in MSt relative to LSt and INP (quantified in heatmap of Fig. 3A). These findings suggest that MSt, LSt, and INP are different subdomains of the striatum, with a minority of pallidal-like neurons in MSt that is not enough to make it more similar to the pallidum over other striatal subdivisions. Based on these results and other recent gene expression evidence in developing chicken brains (Abellan and Medina, 2009; Kuenzel et al., 2011), we propose designating INP as striatal and renaming it, based on its ventral location between MSt and LSt, the intermediate striatum (ISt; Figs. 1E vs. 3A; Table 2, purple shading).
Dorsal and ventral pallidum. In the revised 2004–2005 nomenclature the classically named paleostriatum primitivum (PP) and ventral paleostriatum (VP) were revised to the dorsal pallidum (DP; or globus pallidus [GP]) and ventral pallidum (VP), respectively (Figs. 1A, B, 2B) (Reiner et al., 2004b; Jarvis et al., 2005). The phylo-gene expression trees confirmed that the DP and VP are closely related (~0.97, 100% BP and AU; Fig. 3A, B). Distinguishing genes included GRIN2D, GRIN2C, and LHX8 in the pallidum only (Fig. 8A–C), as well as TMEM100 (Fig. 6H) and S100B (Fig. 11C) in the pallidum and other pallial populations but not in the striatum. We noted that these pallidum enriched genes, except LHX8, were also highly enriched in the brainstem, indicating a possible close relationship between the two. These findings are entirely consistent with the 2004–2005 revisions (Figs. 1D, E, 3A; Table 2, turquoise shading).

Figure 13. Broad telencephalic expressed genes. A: Glutamate receptor ionotropic AMPA 3 (GRIA3) is more uniformly expressed across most telencephalon cell populations, except in the primary sensory intercalated pallium populations (IH and IN) and the pallidum (P). B: Glutamate receptor ionotropic AMPA 2 (GRIA2) has a similar pattern as GRIA3, except the medial striatum has lower expression. C: Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA 3A (GRIN3A) has a similar pattern, except that IH has similar expression as the rest of the telencephalon. D: Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA 2B (GRIN2B) has a similar pattern, except that IN has similar expression as the rest of the telencephalon. E: Glutamate receptor ionotropic kainate 5 (GRIK5) has a similar pattern as GRIN1, except it is much lower in the pallidum. F: Glutamate receptor ionotropic NMDA 1 (GRIN1) is the main subunit to which most NMDA subunits bind, and consistent with this, it is expressed at high levels in all six major telencephalic populations. G: Glutamate receptor ionotropic kainate 4 (GRIK4) also has similar pattern as GRIN1, except it has variable expression in more lateral regions (see Supporting F1). H: Glutamate receptor metabotropic 3 (GRM3) also has a similar pattern as GRIN1, except with lower expression in Area X and some nuclei of IN (L2 and E, see Supporting F1). I: Paired box gene 6 (PAX6) transcription factor in contrast is not expressed throughout most of the telencephalon, except low levels in the telencephalic ventricle zone and LSt of the striatum. Sets of serial sections are in the Supporting database folder. Scale bar = 1 mm.
Broadly expressed genes. We noted that in our random selection of genes that belong to the glutamate and dopamine neurotransmitter receptor families (26 of the 50 genes used for the phylo-gene expression tree analyses), there were eight (30%; all glutamate receptors) that had more broadly expressed patterns in the telencephalon (Fig. 13A–H). However, even with their broad patterns, there was some differential expression for a subset of these genes that conformed to the expression clusters revealed by the phylo-gene expression trees: GRIA3 and GRIA2 were uniformly expressed across most telencephalic cell populations, except in the primary sensory populations (IH and IN) and the pallidum (P; Fig. 13A,B); GRIN3A’s exception was in IN and the pallidum (Fig. 13C); GRIN2B’s exception was in IH (Fig. 13D); and GRIK5 was lower in the pallidum (Fig. 13E). Only GRIN1, the main subunit to which most NMDA glutamate receptor subunits bind, and GRIK4 and GRM3 had comparable expression in most regions (Fig. 13F–H). Our outlier gene, the PAX6 transcription factor, was not expressed throughout most of the telencephalon, except in the telencephalic ventricle zone and LSt of the striatum (Fig. 13I). Its very high expression in the cerebellum granule layer supported the cerebellum as an outgroup to the telencephalon.

Taken together, the findings largely verify the major 2004–2005 revisions to our understanding of avian brain organization (Reiner et al., 2004b; Jarvis et al., 2005). However, some important differences were revealed. In particular, the shared profiles between the renamed hyperpallium apicale (hyperpallium in this study) and nidopallium, and between the hyperpallium densocellularare (ventral mesopallium in this study) were unexpected, due to the fact that these cell populations are thought to develop on either side (dorsal vs. ventral) of the lateral ventricle and the associated lamina. Instead, the expression data summary reveals a partial mirror image of like brain regions around the ventricle and adjacent LMI lamina (colored-coded in Fig. 1E); it is partial because the IH and IN regions (orange color) are in different relative locations. Despite the locations, such a mirror or inverse positioning suggests that the regions could be related. But we did not want to base this hypothesis on gene expression profiles only. Therefore, we next measured the histology features used to define some of the original classifications of these brain regions.

**Section II: Cell densities and clustering**

The different telencephalic cell populations have different cell density, cell size, and cell clustering characteristics that make them distinguishable from each other in Nissl; although we note here that the differences are not as prominent as some of the gene expression profiles. Cell density was one piece of evidence used to rename the hyperstriatum dorsale (dorsal mesopallium, MD in this study) to the hyperpallium densocellularare, because it was believed to stand out as more cell dense in Nissl staining relative to the adjacent subdivisions (Reiner et al., 2004b). However, this conclusion was based on visual inspection of brain sections, not quantitative density measurements. Here we performed density measurements (total cells/μm²) from 40-μm Nissl-stained sections (low-power images in Figs. 14, 15A–F; high-power in Fig. 16). We found that the relative cell densities of the hyperpallium densocellularare (MD in this study) and mesopallium (MV in this study) were not significantly different from each other, and moreover were instead near the lower end of the density distribution of the pallial regions (Fig. 17A). The relative densities of the hyperpallium and nidopallium were similar, as were the relative densities of the medial and lateral striatum. The primary sensory populations varied in density relative to each other, but they had the highest densities, including higher than MD, as expected based on their granular neuron appearance (Fig. 16A,B). The intermediate arcopallium and dorsal pallidum were the least dense, also as expected based on their known sparser appearance and the pale namesake for pallidum. Overall, however, the relative densities among brain subdivisions (Fig. 17A) were not as different as the subdivisions visually appear in low-magnification microscopy (Figs. 14, 15A–F).

Thus, we sought an additional explanation as to why the Nissl staining patterns look different between subdivisions, and noted that at high magnification the clustering of cells appeared conspicuously different (Fig. 16). We quantified the clustering distribution and found that the IN (E, L2, B) and IH regions had the least clustering, ranging from 1–3 cells/cluster (Figs. 16A,B, 17B), followed by the nidopallium (N) and hyperpallium (H) ranging from 1–6 cells/cluster (Figs. 16C,D, 17C), followed by the hyperpallium densocellularare (MD in this study) and mesopallium (MV in this study), which had 1–12 cells/cluster (Figs. 16E,F, 17D). The high level of clustering in the latter two regions made them appear cell dense at low magnification. Despite them being located on either side of the mesopallium lamina (using our proposed terminology), the clustering distributions of IH vs. IN, hyperpallium vs. nidopallium, and hyperpallium densocellularare (MD in this study) vs. mesopallium (MV in this study) were not significantly different from each other. Conversely, despite them being located on the same side of ventricle and lamina, the IN, nidopallium, and mesopallium (MV in this study) were more
different form each other than they were to the regions on the dorsal side (Fig. 17E). Likewise, the IH, hyperpallium, and hyperpallium densocellulare (MD in this study) on the dorsal side were more different from each other than they were to the regions on the ventral side (Fig. 17F). Thus, we conclude that the meaning of densocellulare in the name “hyperpallium densocellulare” as more cell dense than the adjacent regions is
inaccurate, and the cell clustering is no different than the renamed mesopallium (MV in this study). The term “hyperpallium” in “hyperpallium densocellulare” is also misleading, since the histology and quantitative gene expression profiling show that it is not significantly different from the mesopallium. The combined evidence support calling the 2004–2005 named hyperpallium densocellulare (HD) as dorsal mesopallium (MD) and the mesopallium (M) as ventral mesopallium (MV).

Section III: Lamina

With a proposed revision to our understanding of the organization of the mesopallium and hyperpallium regions, we had to reconsider the lamina that separates...
the regions. Moreover, the nomenclature forum participants recognized that revisions for the lamina terminology were not yet fully resolved. Similar to the inconsistencies in defining the hyperpallium and mesopallium (Reiner et al., 2004b; Jarvis et al., 2005), there were inconsistencies in labeling the lamina. For example, in our revised 2004–2005 nomenclature, five telencephalic lamina are discussed and highlighted in the lamina table (table 7 of Reiner et al., 2004b), but some of the drawings of the telencephalic sections show seven lamina, four of them in the revised mesopallium area (fig. 8A,B of Reiner et al., 2004b). Here we sought to resolve this issue by analyzing four types of lamina data: 1) Nissl-stained sections revealing cell sparse zones that often characterize lamina; 2) Nissl combined with Giemsa staining from Karten et al. (2008, 2013) to reveal fiber dense regions that also often characterize lamina; 3) Darkfield images of fixed brain sections revealing white light reflection of axon bundles often present in lamina; and 4) Silver-myelin staining of sections from Karten et al. (2008, 2013) to determine which fibers are myelinated.

With each method we found five distinct telencephalic lamina (Nissl in Figs. 14, 15A–E; Nissl+Giemsa
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**Figure 16.** High magnification Nissl staining showing clusters of cells. A,B: Intercalated pallium regions showing organization of more isolated cells. C,D: Hyperpallium and nidopallium regions showing shared higher clustering of cells. E,F: Dorsal and ventral mesopallium regions showing a further increased clustering of cells. Arrows point to representative clusters of cells. Scale bar = 200 μm.
Figure 17. Cell density and clustering quantifications. A: Relative cell density measures of representative brain regions. Boxplots show the average, 25th and 75th percentile, and error bars show the full range. *P < 0.05, ANOVA, n = 4 samples, showing only comparisons between MD and other dorsal pallial regions. B–D: Cell cluster distributions grouped according to similar clustering profiles and color-coded according to location in the dorsal (red) or ventral (blue) pallium. E,F: The same data from panels B-D, but now grouped according to location in the ventral (E) or dorsal (F) pallium and color-coded according to similar profiles. G: Cluster profile for two striatal regions for comparison. H: Cluster profile of the dorsal pallidum for comparison. D = the maximum distance between the cumulative distributions, and P = the corresponding probability of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov Comparison Test, hypothesizing either higher or lower distributions.
in Fig. 18; light reflection in Fig. 19; myelin in Fig. 20; summary in Table 2). These five were: 1) A lamina that separates our revised dorsal mesopallium from the intercalated hyperpallium, previously named in some studies as lamina frontalis suprema [abbreviated LFM in the 2004–2005 nomenclature], which we propose to rename as lamina mesopallium dorsalis (LMD); 2) A lamina located between our revised dorsal mesopallium and ventral mesopallium, which has been unintentionally given various names in the literature due to the aforementioned problems, including lamina frontalis superior (LFS) in the revised nomenclature table 7 of Reiner et al. (2004b), which we propose to rename as lamina mesopallium intermediate (LMI); 3) A lamina that separates our revised ventral mesopallium from the nidopallium, which was called lamina hyperstriatica (LH) in the classical nomenclature, or lamina mesopallium (LaM) in the revised 2004–2005 nomenclature, when we propose to rename as lamina mesopallium ventralis (LMV); 4) A lamina that separates the arcopallium from the nidopallium, which was revised to lamina arcopallialis dorsalis in the 2004–2005 nomenclature and requires no revision according to our data; and 5) A lamina that separates the striatum from all other pallial regions, which was revised to lamina pallio-subpallius (LPS) and also requires no revision. We could not find any evidence of additional subdivision laminae in the zebra finch, including one that would split our revised dorsal mesopallium into two parts, namely, hyperpallium intercalatum (HI) and hyperpallium densocellulare (HD) in the 2004–2005 nomenclature, nor one that would split the ventral mesopallium into two parts, namely, dorsal and ventral mesopallium in the 2004–2005 nomenclature (Fig. 1B,D; Table 2). Instead, as noted in Wild and Williams (1999), the number of laminae we found from the dorsal telencephalic surface to the nidopallium are three, all separating different parts of our revised mesopallium and adjacent brain subdivisions. For this reason, we believe including the term mesopallium in their names as LMD, LMI, and LMV is appropriate (Fig. 1C,E; Table 2, red shading).

Each of the lamina had characteristic fiber and cellular features. The LMD lamina and the IH cells overlap and thus can be confused with each other. LMD is more cell sparse, but with the IH granular like cells overlapping with and directly dorsal to it (Fig. 15A–C). The same is true for the LPS lamina and the IN strip. Parts of IH (i.e., aIH) and IN (i.e., L2 and B) have myelinated fibers making them appear like lamina in myelin-stained sections (Fig. 20A–D). These myelinated fibers presumably contain the ascending thalamic axons. The LMV has some myelinated fiber bundles in its posterior-lateral end (Figs. 19C–M vs. 20C,D). The LMI separating MD and MV was unique, in that the posterior end opened into the lateral ventricle (Figs. 15A,
19F–I), consistent with what we believe was once the lateral ventricle space in the embryo (see companion paper, Chen et al., 2013); the anterior-lateral end of LMI in mid-sagittal sections came close to the vanecula (Vc), an indentation in the surface of the brain made from a large blood vessel that wraps around the telencephalon from the anterior pole (Figs. 14D, 19J–M, 20C,D, sagittal sections) to the lateral surface (Fig. 14E,F). The large blood vessel space (b) in the vanecula appeared to have branches within LMI that orientated in the anterior-posterior and medial-lateral directions (Figs. 14E,F, 15A,B). In mid-sagittal sections, the blood vessel space was large enough to split LMI open (Figs. 19E,M, 20D). For the arcopallium, we noted a clear Nissl-defined distinction of the Aa nucleus from the rest of the arcopallium, but still within the LAD lamina at the border that separates the striatum from the arcopallium (Fig. 15D–F). Overall, these findings support the view that the LMI lamina and the adjacent ventricle separates dorsal from ventral pallial regions.

**Section IV: Cell population continuities**

**Ventricular zone continuities**

We sought an explanation for the mirror image-like patterns of gene expression profiles around LMI, and...
considered the possibility that maybe they are continuous around the lamina and the associated lateral ventricle. To assess this idea, we examined expression of mesopallium and nidopallium+hyperpallium markers, Nissl, and fiber staining in all three planes, and discovered three potential points of continuity:

1) In the sagittal plane, in the anteriormost part of the brain, a thin strip of high expressing FOXP1 (and GRIA1, not shown) mesopallial-like cells wrapped around the anterior pole of LMI (containing less FoxP1 and less cell dense) connecting MD with MV (Fig. 21A,B). The LMI fiber staining in this region was also weaker than elsewhere in the lamina (Figs. 19K,L, 20B,C). In the coronal plane, MD and MV abutted each other via LMI in the anterior most sections, with ventricle space surrounding the contact zone (Fig. 18B; Supporting F1 FOXP1 coronal image, panel F). But the anterior region of MD and MV continuity was too thin to reliably capture in any other plane than the sagittal.

2) In the sagittal and coronal planes, where the most posterior part of LMI opened into the lateral ventricle, some of the mesopallium enriched markers (FOXP1, GRIA1, GRIK3) in MD continued to show differential expression directly above (MD) and below (MV) the lateral ventricle, ending in a similar posterior position (Fig. 21A,C; drawings in Fig. 2C,L, based on Supporting F1 FOXP1 panels 2C,L). However, in this same plane of section the nidopallium+hyperpallium enriched markers (PPAPDC1A and SEMA6A) showed a thin 1–2 cell layer of cells that wrapped around the ventricle and connected the nidopallium and hyperpallium (Fig. 21D,E). This nidopallium+hyperpallium continuity became larger further lateral (Fig. 21F,G). The nidopallium+hyperpallium continuity was also seen on the lateral surface of the brain in coronal sections (Fig. 22A,B). In none of the planes of section could we find a border that defined where the nidopallium ended and hyperpallium began; even COUP-TF2 in the nidopallium faded as a gradient into the hyperpallium (see serial sections of PPAPDC1A, SEMA6A, and COUP-TF2 Supporting F1). The dorsal part of this continuity has been previously called the dorsolateral corticoid area (Atoji and Wild,
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Figure 20. Myelin fiber staining in lamina. A–D: Medial to lateral sagittal series of myelin stained sections (dark brown). Laminae are labeled with red font; all other regions are labeled with black font. Images courtesy of Karten et al. (2008, 2013).
but it was not clear if it was part of the hyperpallium; our findings indicate that from a gene expression perspective it is similar to both the hyperpallium and nidopallium. We did not find a region of nidopallium expression continuity around the anterior pole of LMI where MD and MV connected in any plane of section analyzed.

3) In horizontal and coronal sections, we noted a fold in the anterior ventricle (Va) where all of the complementary dorsal (H, IH, and MD) and ventral (N, IN, and MV) pallial regions converged on either side of the LMI lamina (Nissl in Fig. 14D,E; FOXP1 and PPAPDC1A horizontals in Fig. 22D,E; PPAPDC1A coronal in Fig. 22C). Even the striatum met at this convergence point. With
such convergence, however, it was nearly impossible to determine if there was cell population continuity on either side of this most medial part of LMI.

Consistent with a relationship between the LMI lamina and the lateral ventricle, in our analyses of gene expression profiles for another project, we came across the monoamine oxidase B (MAOB) gene, which had high continuous expression in the ventricular zone of the lateral ventricle and within the adjacent LMI lamina, but in no other lamina (Fig. 21H). There was a gradient of lower expression into the respective MD and MV. The LMI MOAB label appeared to reach the anterior pole of the telencephalon, indicating that LMI could also be part of the MD and MV continuity where FoxP1 and other mesopallial markers are expressed. Further lateral, when the two mesopallial regions and thus LMI separated from the ventricle, so did the MAOB label, supporting continuity between the nidopallium and hyperpallium (Fig. 21I).

3D reconstructions

To further investigate continuities between brain regions, we generated 3D reconstructions from digital drawings of serial sagittal and coronal 40-μm sections triple-labeled with Nissl+Giemsa+tyrosine hydroxylase (Fig. 18; Supporting F1) (Karten et al., 2008). The 3D renderings confirmed that the IN regions (L2, E, and B, labeled by Giemsa stain) were adjacent to each other (Fig. 23A, orange). The entire strip was oriented from caudomedial (L2), to anterolateral (E), to anteromedial (B) positions, forming a S-shape structure over the striatum. The IN and IH were also proximal to each other in the anterior pole of the telencephalon, but did not contact each other there according to Giemsa stain.
staining (Fig. 23A, arrow). The nidopallium and hyperpallium contacted each other in the mid-sagittal region in the same dorsolateral corticoid area with PPAPDC1A and SEMA6A gene expression continuities (Fig. 23B, C, arrow). The MD and MV had their closest encounter in the anterior pole of the brain (Fig. 23D, arrow) in the same region where there was FOXP1, GRIA1, and other mesopallial marker continuities. The MV also bulged into the nidopallium in two lateral locations (compare Fig. 23D to 23C), consistent with the complex

Figure 23. 3D reconstructions of brain subdivisions. A: Lateral-to-anterior hemi-profile showing intercalated pallium regions (orange) relative to the position of the striatum (purple). The brain surface is shown in yellow shadow. B: Same brain regions with the nidopallium added (green), facing from the lateral side of the hemisphere. C: Lateral-anterior hemi-profile showing continuity of the nidopallium (N, light green) with the hyperpallium (H, dark green). D: Lateral-anterior bilateral-profile showing the dorsal (MD, dark purple) and ventral (MV, red) mesopallium. Note two bulges of the MV that fit inside the two grooves of the nidopallium in (C). Arrows, regions of continuity between dorsal and ventral pallial regions with similar gene expression profiles. E: Medial to lateral reconstructions (sagittal sections) showing the four major song nuclei in one hemisphere. White, posterior pathway song nuclei; orange, anterior pathway song nuclei. F: Anterior to posterior reconstruction (coronal sections) showing the four major song nuclei in both hemispheres. Rotating movies of panels A–F are in the Supporting movies.
mesopallium marker shapes (e.g., Fig. 2; Supporting F1 FoxP1). We also constructed 3D renderings of the song nuclei, revealing shapes not readily apparent in single sections, including the paraHVC region that stretches over the medial nidopallium (Fig. 23E,F), which was identified by its strong tyrosine hydroxylase staining (Fig. 18A). 3D-rotation movies of all images are in Supporting movies 1–5. In summary, the evidence suggests that the dorsal and ventral pallial regions with similar gene expression and cell clustering profiles are continuous with each other. Our developmental companion study further supports this hypothesis (Chen et al., 2013).

Section V: Other avian species

Similar expression profiles are present in other avian species

We wondered if the zebra finch mesopallium and other pallial relationships we identified were specific to songbirds or if they can be found in other avian species? For example, the six subdivisions of the old hyperstriatum designations were originally defined in the pigeon (rock dove) and ring dove visual systems (Karten and Hodos, 1967; Shimizu et al., 1995; Medina and Reiner, 2000). Doves have more elaborate visual systems used for homing (Frost and Mouritsen, 2006; Vyssotski et al., 2009). Further, songbirds are thought to be among the most recently evolved order of birds (Hackett et al., 2009). Further, based on the label across multiple species, we believe that this lateral visual part of IH was mistaken for being lateral HD (our MD) (Karten and Hodos, 1967; Dubbeldam et al., 1999). However, in zebra finches it was partially club-shaped with an extension at its ventral surface that could easily be mistaken as another brain region (Figs. 2H, 14F–H, 15A–C; Supporting F1 FoxP1 frontal panel H). Around the club-like part of MD wrapped a layer of granular cells continuous with IH and LMD (Fig. 15C).

Based on this label across multiple species, we believe that this lateral visual part of IH was mistaken for being lateral HD (our MD) in doves (Shimizu et al., 1995). In quails the mesopallial regions appeared thinner (Fig. 24B). In parrots, the mesopallium extend for a greater anterior–posterior depth. In hummingbirds, the depth was less so. In addition in doves, we noted differential gradients of FoxP1 expression within MD and MV suggestive of further parcellations (i.e., Fig. 25D), but there were no distinct laminae within those gradients apart from LMD, LMI, and LMV already noted. Importantly, in all species except budgerigars, in sagittal sections, we found an anterior thin bridge of continuity of FoxP1 expression between the MD and MV (Fig. 26A–E).

We compared the gradients of FoxP1 gene expression in the dove (both ring dove and pigeon) mesopallium with adjacent Nissl-stained sections. We noted that these gradient differences corresponded to smaller differences of Nissl staining in the mesopallium. In particular, the dove LMI was more expanded than in other species, containing very small cells and making it appear as another subdivision in Nissl staining (Fig. 15G). The dove MV appeared to have different dorsal-ventral cell density or clustering differences, particularly in its anterior part, again making them appear as if they could be yet two additional subdivisions (Fig. 15H). However, within these gradients there were no additional cell-sparse lamina. We believe that these further parcellations seen in Nissl staining of dove brain sections may be responsible for the further subdivisions given to the aforementioned hyperpallium and mesopallium in the past atlas characterizations of dove brains (Karten and Hodos, 1967; Dubbeldam et al., 1999) and thus propagated to the revised 2004–2005 nomenclature for dove, zebra finch, and other species. However, we did not note such readily identifiable extra
We conclude that the patterns of expression for a group of distinguishing genes in the mesopallium and other pallial subdivisions is not specific to the zebra

parcellations of the mesopallium in any of the other species tested thus far, except for the dorsal versus ventral parts of the MD in hummingbirds (not shown).
Figure 25. Extent of mesopallium in ring dove brain. Part I. A–D: FOXP1 expression in a medial to lateral sagittal series, showing label in relatively large mesopallial regions (MD and MV). Lines are approximate locations of the coronal sections in a–f. Part II. a–f: Coronal antero-ior to posterior series of sections from the other hemisphere of the same animal. Lines are approximate locations of the sagittal sections in A–D. Scale bars = 1 mm.
Figure 26. Higher magnification of sagittal sections of the anterior telencephalon showing the thin strip of FoxP1 mesopallium continuity that wraps around the anterior pole of LMI connecting MD and MV in five species that span the neoaves phylogeny. A: Pigeon. B: Japanese quail. C: Budgerigar. D: Song sparrow. E: Anna’s hummingbird. The LMI lamina is the region of lower expression located between MD and MV. Scale bar = 0.5 mm.

Section VI: Functional columns across cell populations

Functional columns of brain activation in the avian brain

The basal expression patterns of the genes studied here were confined to lamina-defined subdivision boundaries. However, we noted that in many of our and other previous studies, the induced expression patterns of the activity-dependent genes (*EGR1, C-FOS, C-JUN, ARC, BDNF, and DUSP1*) do not conform to the lamina-defined boundaries (Mello et al., 1992; Jarvis and Nottebohm, 1997; Jarvis et al., 1998; Velho et al., 2005; Wada et al., 2006; Feenders et al., 2008; Hara et al., 2009; Horita et al., 2010, 2012). These genes are upregulated in subsets of cell types in different brain regions when the animals process specific sensory stimuli or perform repeated motor behaviors; the genes can thus be used to map physiological activation of different cell types within functionally connected neural systems (Feenders et al., 2008; Hara et al., 2009; Horita et al., 2010, 2012). *EGR1, C-FOS, C-JUN, and ARC* are all inducible in pallial and striatal cells except the primary sensory neurons (particularly for *EGR1*; (Mello and Clayton, 1995; Wada et al., 2006; Feenders et al., 2008). *DUSP1* is mainly inducible in primary sensory neurons of the telencephalon and thalamus (Horita et al., 2010). *BDNF* is mainly inducible in pallial cells (Wada et al., 2006). Here we compared...
the profiles of these genes from prior studies with our modified view of avian brain organization. We found that the avian brain shows semicolumnar patterns of activation across specific combinations of brain subdivisions. We describe five such columns below.

Auditory column. When songbirds hear playbacks of song, while sitting in the dark (as determined by infra-red video cameras) in sound isolation chambers and do not vocalize in response, a column of adjacent brain
regions show EGR1 and DUSP1 activation with boundaries that transverses brain subdivisions (Fig. 27A,B vs. C,D) (Mello et al., 1992; Velho et al., 2005; Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2010). Mapped onto our modified view, the EGR1 activated portion of the column consisted of a caudal part of the ventral mesopallium (often called the caudal mesopallium, CM), the subadjacent caudal nidopallium (comprising what has been called L1, L3, and NCM), and a subadjacent part of caudal striatum (called CSt). The DUSP1 activated portion was the primary sensory L2 cells of IN (Fig. 27D). The only major auditory activated telencephalic region separate from this column was the RA cup in the arcopallium, adjacent to the RA song nucleus (shown in Mello and Clayton, 1994; and Feenders et al., 2008).

Visual columns. When birds are stimulated with light after an overnight period of darkness, two clusters of activation are seen in known visual pathways (Feenders et al., 2008; Hara et al., 2009; Horita et al., 2010). Mapped onto our modified view, the first cluster consists of a patchy column that includes EGR1 activation in a portion of MV near the E, the subadjacent N near E, the subadjacent striatum ventral to E, and DUSP1 activation in E of the IN (Fig. 27E,F). The second and larger column is in the so-called Wulst and consists of EGR1 activation in the central part of MD, in the overlying central part of the H, and DUSP1 in the central part of IH (Fig. 27G,H); the anterior end of this column is not visual, but includes somatosensory parts of H, IH, and MD, activated during movement (Fig. 27I,J) (Feenders et al., 2008). The caudal end of this cluster in three species of migratory birds tested thus far have a dim-light magnetic sensing activated column we called cluster N, also consisting of portions of H, IH, and MD (Fig. 27K,L; Mouritsen et al., 2005; Liedvogel et al., 2007; Zapka et al., 2010) involved in processing light-dependent magnetic compass information (Zapka et al., 2009). A nucleus adjacent to IH we called the dorsal nucleus of the hyperpallium (DNH) also showed weak increased DUSP1 expression (but will need to be further investigated with quantified analyses). A difference from the ventral pallial visual columns is that with the dorsal columns we could not readily find a striatal region of activation associated with them.

Somatosensory and motor columns. When birds hop, walk, or fly (particularly while deaf and in the dark to eliminate auditory and visual activation) activated columns of brain regions are found in the two known somatosensory pathways and an apparent motor pathway (Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2010). The somatosensory pathway columns include: 1) The MV and N adjacent to B (in anterior IN), B itself (for DUSP1), and the adjacent striatum (shown in Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2010); and 2) The anterior MD and H adjacent to aIH, and aIH itself (for DUSP1; Fig. 27M,N). The motor activated column includes a proportion of the anterior MV, the subadjacent anterior N, and the subadjacent anterior striatum all surrounding anterior song nuclei (MO, MAN, and Area X, respectively) in song learning species (Fig. 27G,I). Another movement activated column includes the posterior-lateral MV, the adjacent N, and interestingly a part of L2 of the IN located within the auditory column (compare Fig. 27C with 27I); that is, these parts of MV, N, and L2 have both motor and auditory activation (Feenders et al., 2008). Like the auditory pathway, there was a movement-activated region in the arcopallium, the lateral intermediate

Figure 27. Columns of EGR1 and DUSP1 activity-dependent gene expression in the songbird brain. A,B: Example of basal expression in an awake zebra finch, sitting still in the dark (Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2012). C,D: Example of hearing induced gene expression in a zebra finch that heard playbacks of three different conspecific songs, totaling 12 seconds in length, presented once every minute for 30 minutes (Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2012). E,F: Example of light induced gene expression in the visual pathway of the ventral pallium from a sitting still zebra finch stimulated with daylight for 1 hour after an overnight period of darkness (Mouritsen et al., 2005; Feenders et al., 2008). G,H: Example of induced gene expression in three columns: the visual pathway of the dorsal pallium, the adjacent anterior somatosensory pathway of the dorsal pallium, and a motor activated region of the ventral pallium surrounding the song nuclei in a zebra finch male that hopped around a cylindrical cage for ~30 minutes with lights on (Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2010). I,J: Example of hopping induced gene expression in the dorsal pallium somatosensory pathway and the ventral pallium motor regions surrounding the song nuclei in a deaf male zebra finch that hopped in a rotating wheel with lights off (Feenders et al., 2008; Horita et al., 2010). K,L: Example of dim-light, magnetic vision-induced gene expression in a light-dependent magnetic compass sensing column (Cluster N) of the dorsal pallium found in night-migrating garden warblers (Mouritsen et al., 2005). M,N: Example of hopping induced gene expression in a similar treated animal, but in a more medial part of the dorsal pallial somatosensory pathway (Horita et al., 2010). O,P: Example of singing induced gene expression in song nuclei of a male zebra finch that sang for 30 minutes and made some hopping movements in between singing bouts (Horita et al., 2012). Q: Example of a column of activation in N and MV of unknown function located between the known visual and somatosensory pathways of the ventral pallium, in a zebra finch that sat still perched in the dark for 30 minutes while awake. Scale bar = 1 mm.
Figure 28. *EGR1* and singing. A,B: Medial and lateral sections from a quiet control, sitting still animal showing basal *EGR1* expression. C,D: Medial and lateral sections from a singing animal (for ~30 minutes), perched, without much hopping, showing the highest levels of singing-driven increased gene expression in all seven song nuclei (lines), and hearing-driven increased expression in the auditory pathway (NCM, L1, L3, CM, CS1) from hearing itself sing. Images are from x-ray film exposure. Scale bar = 1 mm.

Figure 29. *C-FOS* and singing. A,B: Medial and lateral sections from a quiet control animal showing basal *C-FOS* expression, including slightly higher levels in the MD and MV near the LMI lamina. C,D: Medial and lateral sections from a singing animal showing the highest levels of singing-driven increased gene expression in all seven song nuclei and hearing-driven increased expression in the auditory pathway from hearing itself sing. Images are from x-ray films of sections adjacent to those shown in Fig. 28. Scale bar = 1 mm.
Figure 30. C-JUN and singing. A,B: Medial and lateral sections from a quiet control animal showing basal C-JUN expression, which is in the nidopallium, hyperpallium, and arcopallium. C,D: Medial and lateral sections from a singing animal showing the highest levels of singing-driven increased gene expression in the nidopallial, arcopallial, and striatal song nuclei. Images are from x-ray films of sections adjacent to those shown in Fig. 28. Scale bar = 1 mm.

Figure 31. ARC and singing. A,B: Medial and lateral sections from a quiet control animal showing basal ARC expression, which includes a gradient of high expression from the edges of the MD and MV to lower expression near the LMI lamina. C,D: Medial and lateral sections from a singing animal showing the highest levels of singing-driven increased gene expression in all seven song nuclei and hearing-driven increased expression the auditory pathway from hearing itself sing. Images are from x-ray films of sections adjacent to those shown in Fig. 28. Scale bar = 1 mm.
arcopallium (LAI), that was not part of a column (shown in Feenders et al., 2008).

Song nuclei. When song-learning birds sing, singing-driven gene expression occurs in seven analogous song nuclei (Figs. 27O,P, 28). These song nuclei include the mesopallium oval nucleus (MO) that according to our modified view is located in MV, the underlying LMAN in the anterior nidopallium, and the underlying Area X in the anterior striatum, forming a column within a column (compare Fig. 27O with 27I). The four posterior song nuclei in songbirds do not show a columnar

Figure 32. BDNF and singing. A: Lateral section from a quiet control animal showing basal BDNF expression in pallial regions, and even lower expression in song nuclei. B: Lateral section of a singing animal, showing the highest levels of singing-driven increased gene expression in pallial song nuclei HVC and LMAN, and a low level increase in RA. Images are from emulsion-dipped slides of sections adjacent to those shown in Fig. 28. Scale bar = 1 mm.

Figure 33. DUSP1 and singing. A,B: Medial and lateral sections of a quiet control animal showing basal DUSP1 expression, including in L2 in quiet controls after waking up and hearing ambient sounds. C,D: Medial and lateral sections of a singing animal showing the highest levels of increased gene expression in the nidopallial, arcopallial, and striatal song nuclei. This is specialized singing regulated expression, as DUSP1 is not induced by stimuli or behaviors in telencephalic areas outside of IH and IN except in song nuclei (Horita et al., 2012). Images are from emulsion-dipped slides, of sections adjacent to those shown in Fig. 28. Scale bar = 1 mm.
organization, although we note that the NIF in the nidopallium meets up with avalanche (Av) in MV at the LMV lamina border (best seen with C-FOS; Fig. 29). In contrast, in hummingbirds and parrots the HVC-like and RA-like song nuclei are adjacent to each other in a semicolumnar organization at the LAD border (seen in Jarvis and Mello, 2000; Jarvis et al., 2000). The activated patterns conform to the differential expression differences already present at baseline. For example, EGR1 and C-FOS are induced in all nonprimary sensory pallial regions, and they are induced in all song nuclei in the corresponding brain subdivisions (Figs. 28, 29). C-JUN is low in the mesopallial regions at baseline, and it is not induced in the mesopallial song nuclei (Av and MO) by singing (Fig. 30). ARC is high in the mesopallium at baseline, and it is induced in the mesopallial song nuclei by singing (Fig. 31). BDNF is not expressed in the striatum at baseline, and it is not induced in Area X by singing (Fig. 32). The only exception is DUSP1, which is not induced in higher order (nonprimary) connected neurons in the forebrain except in song nuclei by singing (Fig. 33) (Horita et al., 2012).

Columns of unknown functions. In our experiments over the last 10+ years we noted many other patterns of columnar or patchy columnar activation, and even columns within columns, across subdivisions for which we do not yet have behavioral correlates. We note here that whenever they appear, directly adjacent portions of MV, N, and IN are coactivated (i.e., Fig. 27Q), or directly adjacent portions of MD, H, and IH are coactivated. The boundaries of expression are not sharply colinear, but they are adjacent regions of coactivation. These and the above findings indicate that the MD functions in topographic semicolumns with the H

Figure 34. Substance P protein expression profiles reinterpreted in the context of the view presented in this study. A,B: Anterior and posterior coronal sections of substance P protein expression in pigeon brain. Higher substance P label is restricted to the pallidum, striatum, and a region of the hippocampus. A higher magnification image from panel B (boxed region) was used as evidence for the 2004–2005 nomenclature revisions (Reiner et al., 2004b) to the claim that the classically named hyperstriatum dorsale (HD; MD in these pictures) was similar to the hyperpallium (H in these pictures), but not to the revised mesopallium (MV in these pictures). The more expanded images shown do not support those similarities. C,D: Anterior and posterior coronal sections of substance P protein expression in zebra finch brain. The pattern is very similar to pigeon. Serial substance P sections are shown in the Supporting database folder. Images are courtesy of Dr. Toru Shimizu, with interpretations specific to this study. Scale bar = 0.5 mm.
DISCUSSION

In this study we performed quantitative and qualitative analyses of expression profiles of 52 genes in the avian brain. These analyses, as far as we are aware, contain the highest number of genes and are the most quantitative for comparative in situ expression profiling of avian brain subdivisions to date. The key new findings are: 1) The expression patterns of most genes in the avian telencephalon can be grouped into one of six expression populations, four pallial and two subpallial; 2) The pallial populations form a partial mirror image profile of each other above and below the ventricle and the associated LMI lamina through the mesopallium; and 3) Three of the pallial populations (mesopallium; IN+IH, hyperpallium+nidopallium) function in a columnar-like organization for specific sensory and/or motor systems. Below we discuss the implications of these findings for our understanding of avian brain organization and homologies with the mammalian brain.

Modified view helps clarify the past literature

The differences between the revised 2004–2005 view (Reiner et al., 2004b; Jarvis et al., 2005) and the view presented here are mostly on the organization of the hyperpallium and mesopallium, and a more global grouping of brain subdivisions into similar cell

Figure 35. General model of avian brain organization according to this study and the literature. A: Drawing in sagittal view with subdivision shapes based on songbirds (i.e., fig. 1 of Jarvis et al., 2005) and with arrows showing known connectivity. B: Same drawing as in (A) with outlines of different brain systems that show columnar activation of IEGs. C: Drawing in coronal view with subdivision shapes based on ring dove and pigeon (including fig. 1 of Reiner et al., 2004a). D: Drawing in horizontal view with subdivision shapes based on songbirds. Color-coding is according to shared gene expression profiles quantified in Fig. 3A. Regions of continuity are also shown. Solid white lines are lamina that separate subdivisions. Dashed lines divide regions within a subdivision, whether a lamina is present or not. Although all subdivisions are not present in sagittal and especially coronal planes, we projected them onto one plane to allow comparisons.
populations above and below the lateral ventricle and the adjacent LMI lamina. We believe that dividing the old named hyperstriatum into 5–6 distinct subdivisions in the classical (Fig. 1A) and revised 2004–2005 nomenclatures (Fig. 1B,D) resulted in more subdivisions than really exists (Karten and Hodos, 1967; Kuenzel and Masson, 1988; Shimizu and Karten, 1990; Reiner et al., 2004b). Rather, our data suggest three subdivisions: hyperpallium, intercalated hyperpallium, dorsal mesopallium + ventral mesopallium, with the latter two being continuations of the same subdivision (Fig. 1C,E). We think the further separation in the past was in part due to: 1) The view that regions above and below the lateral ventricle and thus LMI “must be” different because there is a ventricle and lamina boundary; 2) Gradients of gene expression and Nissl staining within a subdivision that can make it appear as more subdivisions; and 3) Highly localized gene expression within a subdivision without recognizing the extent of the subdivision.

For reason 1, we believe that the assumption of the differences based on the position of the ventricle and the LMI lamina should not be taken as an axiom. For reason 2, examples that can cause confusion are: a) higher gradients of expression or differential density/clustering of cells the further away (FOXP1, ARC) or closer (D1B) to the LMI lamina for the mesopallium; b) genes, such as MOAB, that label the LMI lamina, not a new subdivision; and c) differential gradients of expression in the posterior versus anterior nidopallium (i.e., GRM1 and FKBP1A). For reason 3, examples include localized ER81 expression in the central medial nidopallium, PAX6 in the LSt and not MSt, and CADPS2 in HVC and Area X. An example of reason 3 is one of the pieces of evidence used to claim that the classically named hyperstriatum dorsale (HD, our MD) is a hyperpallial subdivision, which is that it along with the hyperpallium apicale (HA) has higher substance P labeling separate from the mesopallium (our MD) (Reiner et al., 2004b). But, at the time, we only considered high-magnification images of a dorsal brain region containing one section of HD (our MD) (Fig. 7A of Reiner et al., 2004b). When we map those substance P images of pigeon and zebra finch brains onto the mesopallium, hyperpallium, and hippocampal marker patterns described here (e.g., FOXP1, PPAPDC1A, and ER81), we discover that the substance P-enriched regions actually do not include most of HA (our H) or HD (our MD) (Fig. 34A–D) (images courtesy of Toru Shimizu; Shimizu and Karten, 1990). Rather, the most substance P-enriched regions are a lateral part of the hippocampus and the DNH nucleus involved in navigation (Mouritsen et al., 2005; Heyers et al., 2007; Zapka et al., 2009). In fact, the interpretation of the expression patterns of all four genes (substance P for the hyperpallium; D1B, GR1A1, and neurotensin receptor for mesopallium) used as evidence to claim that HD (our MD) is more similar to HA (our H) in the 2004–2005 nomenclature (Reiner et al., 2004b) are unfortunate errors according to the findings of this study, which is easy to make considering how close the mesopallium and hyperpallium regions are.

We believe our modified view of brain organization will stand up to further gene expression analyses, as we have examined in the zebra finch brain the expression profiles of over 70 other genes in the published literature (Wada et al., 2006; Lovell et al., 2008) and online zebra finch gene expression database (http://www.zebrafinchatlas.org/ as of September 2012), to find that the patterns are complementary to those presented here, with only one gene, SCUBE1, supporting MD as slightly more similar to H than MV. Even if one or two more genes were to be found, that finding would have to be balanced with over 120 other genes thus far that do not.

A global view incorporating connectivity and brain subdivision continuities

The modified view presented here is consistent with known connectivity of neurons within each of the three comparable cell populations above and below the lateral ventricle and the adjacent LMI (Table 2). As mentioned earlier, both the IH and IN regions, which we will call together intercalated pallium (IP), are the major recipients of primary sensory input from the thalamus and brainstem. IH and IN in turn project most robustly to the hyperpallium and nidopallium, respectively. The hyperpallium and nidopallium in turn project to MD and MV, respectively (Fig. 35A) (Dubbeldam and Den Boer-Visser, 1994; Vates et al., 1996; Shimizu and Bowers, 1999; Wild and Williams, 1999, 2000; Wang et al., 2010). For these reasons and views on connectivity influenced by Karten (1991), we propose to consider IH and IN as primary (1<sup>st</sup>) pallium, the hyperpallium and nidopallium as secondary (2<sup>nd</sup>) pallium, and the MV and MD as tertiary (3<sup>rd</sup>) pallium (Fig. 35A; Table 2). We also propose to consider the arcopallium as quaternary (4<sup>th</sup>) pallium, since it is the last stage where input from other pallial regions are processed before being sent to the brainstem motor and ascending sensory systems. We also propose an ordered grouping of subpallial regions, with the striatum as primary (1<sup>st</sup>) subpallium and the pallidum as secondary (2<sup>nd</sup>) subpallium, the direction of dominant input and output of the basal ganglia (Doupe et al., 2005; Kuenzel et al., 2011). One type of connection inconsistent with our hypothesis is that the hyperpallium sends pyramidal track-like projections to the brainstem as does the arcopallium (Wild
and Williams, 2000). However, the possible presence of a similar pyramidal track-like projection is now also being investigated for the nidopallium (E.I. Izawa, T. Shimizu, S. Watanabe; Brain and Mind Research Meeting in Asia-Pacific, 2012, abstract and personal communication).

One possible explanation for such a mirror-image organization and similar connectivity of subdivisions on either side of the ventricle-LMI lamina divide is that the $1^0$, $2^0$, and $3^0$ pallial cell types form as continuous subdivisions around different folds of the lateral ventricle, which we will call our continuum hypothesis. This would mean that the IN and IH would be continuous with each other, the nidopallium and hyperpallium would be continuous, and MV and MD would be continuous. We found some evidence of continuities between the MV and MD at the anterior-medial pole of the LMI and between the nidopallium and hyperpallium at the posterior-lateral pole of the LMI lamina where it separates from the ventricle. These continuities are consistent with findings in another study published while we were preparing ours, where we note in the images of their figures using some of the same genes (i.e., ER81 and ROR-$\beta$) continuities above and below the ventricle in turtles in sagittal sections, and expression in the same regions we note here in birds in frontal sections (Dugas-Ford et al., 2012). Imagining how such continuities could form during development for the mesopallium is not too difficult, since the mesopallium is the closest to the ventricle-LMI lamina divide, and even has a mirror-image of gene expression gradients that suggest folding around the LMI lamina. Imagining this for the other pallial regions is more difficult, as it would require complex movements of cells as the ventricle closes up during development, including that IN cells in the ventral pallium and IH cells in the dorsal pallium take different paths. Complex migration of cells has been suggested for some parts of the avian telencephalon (Nomura et al., 2009; Puelles, 2011; Tanaka et al., 2011; Dugas-Ford et al., 2012; Suzuki et al., 2012). An alternative hypothesis is that the pallial populations above and below the ventricle-LMI lamina underwent convergent evolution of developmental molecular programs that led to a similar outcome. Convergent evolution requires that more assumptions be met, including that very similar brain regions are not directly related to each other. Our companion study on brain development supports the continuum hypothesis (Chen et al., 2013).

Proposed molecular properties of different cell populations

Differential gene expression in different brain subdivisions would be expected to lead to specialized functional specializations, we attempted a gene ontology (GO) analyses using available online tools in GATHER (http://gather.genome.duke.edu/), Bioprofiling (http://bioprofiling.de/), and Gorilla (http://cbl-gorilla.cs.technion.ac.il/), but our study of continuities between the MV and striatum, which is not unexpected due to including nearly entire neurotransmitter receptor families in our analyses. We believe that we have too few genes enriched for a given brain subdivision to allow a proper GO analyses. But, a qualitative assessment suggests different functional categories. It has been noted that the $1^0$-pallium cells (IP) have some of the highest firing rates and genes involved in neuroprotection and Ca2$^+$ buffering (Chen et al., 1995; Horita et al., 2010; Hara et al., 2012). Consistent with this idea, some new specializations we noted include $S100B$, a Ca2+ binding protein secreted by astrocytes that protects neurons against toxic concentrations of glutamate (Tramontina et al., 2006), and GRIK1, which protects neurons that have overactivated NMDA receptors (Xu et al., 2008). The $2^0$-pallium regions (hyperpallium and nidopallium) are the only ones thus far without neurotransmitter receptor specializations (0 of 26 genes), despite us examining nearly all known vertebrate glutamate and dopamine receptors. In contrast, the $3^0$-pallium (mesopallium) has the most neurotransmitter specializations of the pallium (8 of 26 genes), suggesting it might have more specialized synaptic transmission functions. The $4^0$-pallium (arcopallium) had very few specializations among the pallial regions, but the two most prominent ones were transcription factors (ER81 and LH9), suggesting that specialized expression may be discovered for their target genes. Future investigations on hundreds of genes will be necessary to determine the functional specializations of each brain subdivision and their cell types. At a minimum, regardless of what individual scientific investigators wish to call the different cell populations, the populations with closely shared molecular profiles will likely function similarly.

Functional column organization of the avian cerebrum

Our activity-dependent gene expression results suggest that the avian pallium also has a functional columnar organization akin to the mammalian pallium. In mammals, the columns span the six cortical layers or pallial amygdala regions for particular sensory or motor systems, with topographic projections from the columnar layer V cells to the striatum (Swanson, 2000). In the avian brain, we find functional adjacent columns that wrap from ventral pallial (auditory, visual, somatic

Proposed molecular properties of different cell populations

Differential gene expression in different brain subdivisions would be expected to lead to specialized functional specializations, we attempted a gene ontology (GO) analyses using available online tools in GATHER (http://gather.genome.duke.edu/), Bioprofiling (http://bioprofiling.de/), and Gorilla (http://cbl-gorilla.cs.technion.ac.il/), but our study of continuities between the MV and striatum, which is not unexpected due to including nearly entire neurotransmitter receptor families in our analyses. We believe that we have too few genes enriched for a given brain subdivision to allow a proper GO analyses. But, a qualitative assessment suggests different functional categories. It has been noted that the $1^0$-pallium cells (IP) have some of the highest firing rates and genes involved in neuroprotection and Ca2$^+$ buffering (Chen et al., 1995; Horita et al., 2010; Hara et al., 2012). Consistent with this idea, some new specializations we noted include $S100B$, a Ca2+ binding protein secreted by astrocytes that protects neurons against toxic concentrations of glutamate (Tramontina et al., 2006), and GRIK1, which protects neurons that have overactivated NMDA receptors (Xu et al., 2008). The $2^0$-pallium regions (hyperpallium and nidopallium) are the only ones thus far without neurotransmitter receptor specializations (0 of 26 genes), despite us examining nearly all known vertebrate glutamate and dopamine receptors. In contrast, the $3^0$-pallium (mesopallium) has the most neurotransmitter specializations of the pallium (8 of 26 genes), suggesting it might have more specialized synaptic transmission functions. The $4^0$-pallium (arcopallium) had very few specializations among the pallial regions, but the two most prominent ones were transcription factors (ER81 and LH9), suggesting that specialized expression may be discovered for their target genes. Future investigations on hundreds of genes will be necessary to determine the functional specializations of each brain subdivision and their cell types. At a minimum, regardless of what individual scientific investigators wish to call the different cell populations, the populations with closely shared molecular profiles will likely function similarly.

Functional column organization of the avian cerebrum

Our activity-dependent gene expression results suggest that the avian pallium also has a functional columnar organization akin to the mammalian pallium. In mammals, the columns span the six cortical layers or pallial amygdala regions for particular sensory or motor systems, with topographic projections from the columnar layer V cells to the striatum (Swanson, 2000). In the avian brain, we find functional adjacent columns that wrap from ventral pallial (auditory, visual, somatic
motor, and somatosensory) to dorsal pallial (somatosensory and visual) regions, each containing a primary (IN or IH), secondary (N or H), and tertiary (MV or MD) pallial population (Fig. 35B); when seen in this view the two avian somatosensory pathways are near each other in the anterior forebrain. The avian ventral pallial columns also include topographically positioned striatal activated regions. We do not yet have an immediate early gene that is activated in pallidal cells to determine if it too forms topographically organized columns with the striatum and pallium. The pallidal cells intermingled in the anterior striatum of birds (Kuenzel et al., 2011) presumably make up the pallidal component of the somatic motor and vocal motor columns. We do not know if there are striatal, pallidal, and arcopallial components to the dorsal pallial columns. This is likely, since the hyperpallium, like the nidopallium, sends robust projections to the striatum (Veenman et al., 1995).

Columnar organization in birds has been noted previously, including in our studies of behaviorally regulated gene expression in the motor pathways (Feenders et al., 2008), a recent connectivity study in the avian auditory pathway showing a columnar organization of connections that includes L2, the caudal nidopallium, and the ventral mesopallium (Wang et al., 2010) according to the terminology of this study, and past and recent connectivity studies on the dorsal pallial (H and MD) and ventral pallial (N and MV) visual pathways (Pettigrew, 1979; Medina and Reiner, 2000; Shimizu et al., 2010), again according to the terminology of this study.

Taken together, we suggest that a minimal column system to process sensory information in the avian telencephalon is to incorporate adjacent sectors of 1.0-pallium (IN or IH), 2.0-pallium (N or H), and 3.0-pallium (MV or MD), and the striatum, with feedback to the brainstem primarily via the 4.0-pallium (arcopallium). A minimal system to produce behavior is to incorporate adjacent sectors of the 2.0-pallium, 3.0-pallium, striatum, and projections to brainstem/spinal cord motor nuclei via 4.0-pallium.

Impact on hypotheses of brain homologies between birds and mammals

We believe our results impact the two major competing hypotheses on avian and mammalian brain pallial homologies: 1) The nuclear-to-layered hypothesis that claims that the avian pallial regions ventral to the LMI lamina (old LFS) are homologous to different mammalian cortical layers (Fig. 1D vs. 1F; red, green, yellow); and 2) The claustrum-amygdala hypothesis that claims they are homologous to the mammalian claustrum and amygdala (Fig. 1D vs. 1G; red, green, yellow). Both claim that the avian hyperpallium divisions (using older definition of divisions) is homologous to the cortex of mammals. However, both hypotheses also make similar underlying assumptions of avian brain organization that our findings do not support. Both hypotheses claim that within the avian brain the dorsal pallial (old hyperpallium; blue) and ventral pallial (i.e., DVR; red, green, yellow) regions above and below the ventricle-LMI lamina (old LFS), respectively, are not directly related (Fig. 1D), and therefore their homologies with mammals will differ (Medina and Reiner, 2000; Jarvis et al., 2005; Medina and Abellan, 2009; Butler et al., 2011). In contrast, our findings show that these dorsal and ventral avian pallial regions across the LMI border are more similar to each other than they are to adjacent cell populations on the same side of the border (Fig. 1E). In this regard, when a particular avian ventral or dorsal subdivision is said to be homologous to a mammalian cortical layer or amygdala/claustrum subregion, then that same claim may need to be transferred to the pallium counterpart on the other side the avian ventricle and LMI lamina.

We believe the same principle may apply to the mammalian brain. For example, the ER81 gene expression pattern used to support the hypothesis of homology between the avian arcopallium and mammalian layer V cortical neurons (Jarvis et al., 2005; Dugas-Ford et al., 2012) is also expressed in the basal lateral amygdala (Nomura et al., 2009). In turn, the basal lateral amygdala and other pallial amygdala regions have been proposed to developmentally derive from pallial cells that are similar to the cortex (Swanson, 2000; Deussing and Wurst, 2007; Remedios et al., 2007; Soma et al., 2009). Conversely, the EMX1 gene expression pattern used to support the hypothesis of homology of the ventral pallial region of birds (hyperstriatum ventrale; our MD) and mammalian ventral claustrum (Smith-Fernandez et al., 1998; Puuelles et al., 2000; Aboitiz, 2011) is also expressed in the mammalian cortex, and is also high in both avian MV and MD, where just like for GRIA1, FOXP1, and other mesopallium marker genes, the LMI boundary is not always seen with mesopallium enriched genes. This reinterpretation of the data means that the avian MV in the ventral pallium and MD in the dorsal pallium shares an expression profile of EMX1 with both the mammalian claustrum and cortex.

These findings led us to consider a modified hypothesis similar to the field homology hypothesis of Butler and Molnar (Butler and Molnar, 2002; Molnar and Butler, 2002), where we propose that avian pallial regions
above and below the LMI lamina have four major cell populations that are homologous as fields to both the mammalian six-layered cortex and claustrum/amygdala complex (Fig. 1D vs. 1H; green, orange, green, and yellow). This would require that the mammalian claustrum and amygdala are nuclear versions of continuous cell populations with the six-layered cortex (Fig. 35G), and thereby they along with the six-layered cortex have homologies to the four different cell populations for birds (Fig. 35E), which can be either segregated (i.e., separate portions of i°, 2°, 3°, and 4° avian pallial types) or intermingled.

In terms of the functional columns we found, we caution against using this finding alone to equate "homology" of the avian columns with the mammalian six-layered cortex columns, as it is also possible that each vertebrate group arrived at a similar functional organization by different mechanisms. The mammalian cortical columns extend across layers of cells that predominantly arrive in their locations by radial migration from the same sector of the ventricle zone during development, whereas the avian pallial columns extend across larger clusters of cells that may predominantly arrive in their location by tangential migration from different sectors of the ventricle zone (Medina and Abellan, 2009). The pallial portions of the mammalian amygdala and claustrum develop by diverse mechanisms, including both local radial and long-distance tangential migration of cells from the dorsal pallium, the thalamus and preoptic area (Carney et al., 2006; Deussing and Wurst, 2007; Hirata et al., 2009; Soma et al., 2009; Garcia-Moreno et al., 2010; Bupesh et al., 2011). Nevertheless, regardless of how the pallial and subpallial cells arrive to their final destination in mammals and birds, the final outcome is similar: columns across different cell populations organized as layers (cortex in mammals) or thick nuclear slabs (pallium in birds and claustrum/amygdala in mammals).

Our hypotheses needs to be further tested with comparative high-throughput gene expression profiles between mammals, birds, and nonavian reptiles, as well as comparative analyses at other biological levels. For future molecular profiling investigations to better resolve forebrain homologies, we believe two criteria must be met: 1) One needs to know the global expression profile within each species, including cortical, amygdala, and claustrum patterns in mammals and the major subdivisions described here for birds; and 2) One needs to compare multiple genes across species, in order to guard against making broad conclusions on one or a few genes that could show variations within a brain subdivision.

In summary, we believe that the telencephalic ventricle and the associated avian LMI has been a visually deceptive barrier to recognizing relatives across its border leading to calling all regions below it striatum in the classical nomenclature and to completely different names in the modern nomenclature. Our findings suggest that the cells above and below the LMI border will have at least similar functions, due to their similar molecular profiles.
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